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LEAVES BEGIN TO FALL ... the C-Club
juke box begins to moan ... a new semester
begins
. . . high school graduates become
lowly freshmen again with bright green bean-
ies to remind them of their status
. . . mixers
. . . welcome from Dr. Ross . . . welcome from
the deans . . . entrance tests . . . introduction
to school policies . . .
Campus dons its fall hues . . .
work begins on the Carillon bell
tower ... J. I. hlolcomb creates
$3 million institute for Butler . . .
many faces familiar to returning
students and faculty are missing
... Dr. DeForest O'Dell, head
of the journalism department;
Dr. Seth Elliott, former head of
the physics department, both
died during the summer . . . seri-
ous side of college becomes
quite evident . . . books are
bought . . . classes to attend . . .
activities get rolling . . . pledg-
ing begins . . . evidenced by the
Greek letters put on the green
beanies . . . Time to settle down
to the academics of college life.
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Unpacking . . . moving into
dorms and sorority and frater-
nity houses . . . meeting people
. . . making friends . . . hustling
. . . hurrying . . . there is so much
to do . . . tours of the campus
. . . social life continues . . . eat-
ing watermelons . . . participat-
ing in miniature Olympic games
. . . work on Homecoming . . .
homework . . . projects assigned
. . . extracurricular clubs start to
function . . . meetings . . . before
long . . . midterms . . . catching
up on studies . . . Halloween . . .
goblins . . . witches . . . then a
contest . . . for a Drift Beauty
Queen and a Most Eligible
Bachelor . . .
Thanksgiving vacation begins with a few days
at home ... a few days grace. Back to
campus again . . . back to lectures . . . back
to labs . . . back to hourlies and quizzes . . .
back to the books . . . brief study break be-
tween vacations ... a banquet . . . Thus
ends another typical Fall Season at Butler . . .
Thoughts turn toward the events following
in the college year . . .
Reglstrafion appointment cards
give seniors priority for register-
ing early . . . everyone must be
taken care of ... a little time
allotted to all . . . endless lines . .
.
endless waiting . . . finally . . .
entrance into the hallowed regis-
tration room
. . . pandemonium
. . . numerous signs . . . mass con-
fusion . . . advising . . . schedules
. . . desired classes . . . class
cards . . . IBM machine . . .
checking in
. . . re-checking . . .
fees and tuition figured . . . pay-
ing the bill . . . identification
picture shot . . . Registration
ends . . .
Freshman mixer ... a chance for
freshmen and transfer students
to get acquainted . . . dancing
. . . judging ... a typical fresh-
man couple Is chosen, Sylvia
Butler and Dave Webster. They
are congratulated by Pres. and
Mrs. Ross . . . Pan-hHel Banquet
. . . Scholarship trophy to Alpha
Chi Omega . . .
Invitations flood the malls . . . eager
freshmen and transfer students begin
the long trek from house to house
. . .
Rushees to be entertained and met
. . . Scrapbooks and various trophys
are shown to the rushees
. . . new
friends
. . . many parties
. . . laughter
. . . conversation
. . .
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The last day of rush . . . whom
to pledge . . . pros . . . cons . . .
the final list . . . the rushees are
informed that they are now
pledges . . . the actives pick up
the novitiates . . . parties in their
honor . . . settling down in school
becomes a reality . . . moving
suitcases . . . boxes . . . finally
all is arranged . . . Open houses
give the Greeks a chance to
introduce their new pledges . . .
College days have arrived . . .
The serious side of pledging be-
gins . . . duties . . . grades to make
. . .
activities to support . . . many
jobs to be done . . . telephone
desk . . . walkouts . . . turn-about
days . . . ever-present green
beanies . . . push-ups . . . line-ups
. . . dusting . . . intramural sports
. . .
raking leaves ... a mistake . . .
demerits . . . pledge trainers . . .
pledge manuals . . . study tables
. . . pledge stunts . . . exchange
dinners . . .
The annual Watermelon Bust . . .
pledges come forth to display
their talents ... a truck load of
watermelons . . . festivities begin
. . .
the watermelon toss tests the
skill and reflex action of the male
pledges ... a watermelon eating
contest follows with a logical stipu-
lation ... no hands . . . Theta
pledge Kathy Convery wins . . .
hands down, of course . . . Judy
Woddell, Trianon pledge, won the
seed spitting contest and Ellen
Sielaff, Kappa pledge, fits the
form most fittingly to win the Miss
Bust title . . .
Sigma Chi holds its first Derby
Day
. . . Alpha Chis win the
Spacious Sphere, 4-legged race
and Pot Race contests . . . Sonia
hiarrer, Pi Phi, is nanned Miss
Blonde . . . Ellen Sielaff, Kappa,
wins the Miss Brunette Contest
. . . Linda Crockett, Pi Phi, twists
her way to a hula hoop victory
. . .
Delta Gamnna throws the
nnost accurate pies . . . Trianon
dribbles the basketball best
. . .
Homecoming time arrives ... a
queen to be chosen . . . cam-
paigning . . . posters . . . Cam-
paign climax . . . voting . . .
h^omecoming weekend dawns
. . .
excitement felt everywhere
. .
. the annual chariot race be-
tween the Phi Delts and Sigma
Chis . . . pulled by pledge power
. . .
Phi Delts win . . . Festivities
off to a running start . . . only a
beginning . . .
I
/yeriCoachedloVictory
Homecoming parade
. . .
judging . . . deci-
sions . . . Alpha Chi's
"Butler's Coached to
Victory," Pi Phi's
"Dragon Valpo to De-
feat" take first and
second . . . Delt's "But-
ler Gets DeHead and
Valpo Gets Defeat,"
Lambda Chi's "Cru-
saders Fail in Quest of
Grail" win first and
second.
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Homecoming moves on
. . . parade over . . . busi-
ness at hand, torchlight
parade . . . pep session at
practice field . . . cheer-
leaders . . . pep dance in
C-Club . . . Float winners
named . . . Carol Nutt is
1 958 Homecoming
Queen . . . Football team
introduced and cheered
. . . anticipation builds up
as game nears.
Judy Thompson and Connie
Wright accept float trophy for
Alpha Chis. Russ Potts receives
award for Delts . . . Kappa
Sigma wins the house decora-
tion competition with its display
of figures "Bent on Defeat" . . .
festivities go on . . . dancing re-
sumes . . . The first day of Home-
coming comes to a lively close.
Saturday dawns
. . . activities continue at fu
pitch
. . . tug-o-war staged . . . annual event
between frosh and sophomore girls
. . . hard
puil
. . . greased pole fight . . . Freshmen emerge
victorious over sophomores in both events . . .
beanie loses perch ... no more beanies for the
frosh
. . . Highlight of the afternoon
. . . the game
. . .
Norm Jones accepts the house decoration
trophy for Kappa Sigma at half time . . .
20
Game gets going . . .
weather fine . . . Queen
Carol and court arrive in
royal style . . . Court in-
cludes Dottie DeShano,
BISA; Jean Swarts, DG;
Phyllis Thomas, Theta; Bar-
bara Stuckman, Trianon;
Joanna Hafert, Alpha
Chi; Karen Newbold, Kap-
pa; Mary Hackemeyer, Pi
Phi; and Phyllis Smith. Tri
Delt . . . Bulldogs ventilate
Valpo . . . band spells
B-U-T-L-E-R ... a big
night ahead . . .
Open Houses in fraternities, sororities, and
dorms follow the game . . . old friends . . .
the big night arrives . . . "Butler Ballroom"
. . .
Vic Knight . . . blue lights . . . Queen
Carol Nutt crowned by Anne Wells, 1957
hlomecoming Queen . . . dances with
escort . . . big weekend draws to a close
. . . Time to get down to studies again . . .
An election . . . class officers to be elected . . .
campaigning . . . controversial Pro-Student
party
. . . letters to the editor by the "Big Bull-
dog" . . . retaliations . . . voting machine
. . .
caucus checks members voting
. . . registering
. . . results . . . landslide for the caucus . . . mid-
terms
. . . bluebooks . . . endless amounts of
writing
. . . the end . . . pressure lets up slightly . . .
^ Senior
Frebsur^r
Next event . . . annual Drift Beauty and Bache-
lor Pageant . . . preliminary judging at houses
and dorms . . . walking . . . turning . . . sus-
pense . . . finalists listed . . . the big night
arrives . . . Cafeteria undergoes facelifting
. . .
audience arrives . . .
stage is set . . . 1959 Pageant is on . . . Dr.
Robert Gilpin is MC and interviews each can-
didate . . . judges have hard decision . . .
entertainment . . . Dixie Durr and Marilyn
Williams pantomime . . . Ron Smith, Rita
Reed, Floyd Painter, and John Anthony sing.
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Dr. Gilpin receives trophy
for emceeing
. . . judges
decision
. . . happy shouts
for winners . . . football
banquet
. . . honors for
victorious team . . . fall
draws to a warm close . . .
25
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Ellen
Sielaff
Drift
Queen
Kappa Kappa Gamma . . .
LaGrange, Illinois . . .
freshman . . . drama major .
Miss Watermelon Bust . . .
Miss Firecracker . . . Miss
Seven-Up . . . baton twirler
modeling . . . cooking . , .
cheeseburgers . . . Color
Guard . . . friendly
smile . . . dignity . .
.
poise . . . charm.
29
Sandy
Pennock ^
. . . Kappa Alpha Theta
. . .
Indianapolis coed
. . . sophisticated . . .
a vision in white
. . . sewing . . . reading
. . .
junior English major
. . . brown hair, eyes
. . .
dancing and French
fried onions . . . queen
of a Sig's eye . . .
the girl next door.
Sylvia
Butler
Kappa Alpha Theta
. .
.
Angola, Indiana . . .
M freshman sociology
major
. . . lobster with
all the trimmings
. . .
travelling
. . . art . . .
"e-o
~ music
. . . beaming
smile
. . . always
sparkling
. . .
rare beauty . . .
magnetic personality.
"KOUiMtOK
Carolyn
Ford
Kappa Kappa Gamma . . .
ZIonsville, Indiana
. .
. freshman . . .
elementary education . . .
Junior National Baton
Twirling Champion . . .
hot fudge sundaes
. . .
sweetheart of
Tau Kappa Epsilon
. . .
beautiful halftime
honey.
1959
Drift
Queen
Court
Spotlights
Fashion
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Tom
Ehrsam
Most
Eligible
Bachelor
Ph; Delta Theta . . .
Berne, Indiana
. . .
junior . . . psychology
major . . . baseball . . .
golf
. . . chess . . . steaks . .
bridge in the C-Club . .
friendliness
. . . confidence.
-*«..
\-
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Seth
Lewis
Lambda Chi Alpha . . .
Warsaw, Indiana . . .
sophomore . . . speech-
English major . . .
debater . . . golf . . .
avid "500" race fan . .
C-Club regular.
Mike
Leffler
Sigma Chi . . .
Senior physical
education
major . . .
Indianapolis . . .
quiet, determined
personality . . .
varsity eager . . .
Blue Key man.
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w1959
Bachelor
Court Turns to
Campus Casuals
38
Air
Anget
Charlotte Forsyth,
Pi Beta Phi senior
from Indianapolis,
was chosen Air Angel
by cadets of the Butler
Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps.
\
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Junior
Prom
Queen
Sarah Hopping,
Alpha Chi Omega
junior from Indianapolis,
was elected queen
by members
of the junior class
to reign at the
Triad Dance.
/
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Sophomore
Cotillion
Sweetheart
Ellen Eichhorn,
Kappa Alpha Theta
from Bluffton,
was named by the
sophomore class
to its queenship
at the Triad Dance.
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Freshman
Rose
Queen
^f^'
Rita Reed,
Kappa Kappa Gamma
and a freshman
from Indianapolis,
was voted to reign over
freshmen at the
Triad Dance.
42
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Ifomecoming
Queen
Carol ^Jur!•. a
Women's Residence
Hall sophomore from
Sanford, Florida, was
voted by men of Butler
to rule over
1 959 Homecoming activities.
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Valentine
Queen and King
Jane Heritage, Delta
Delta Delta, and
Bob Clark, Tau Kappa
Epsiion, were
crowned during the
Student Union Board
Valentine Dance.
44
Pumpkin Queen
and
Kin^ Korn
Donna Rand, Delta Delta
Delta, and Paul Furnish,
Delta Tau Delta,
were elected to reign
over the
W.R.A. Pumpkin Prance.
Delta Tail Delta
Brenda Eyies
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Kappa Sigma
Kay Dale
DELTA GAMMA
Fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha
Barbara Canatsey
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Phi Delta Theta
46
Gail Raymond
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
41
Favorites
ama
Phi Kappa Theta
Kathy Convery
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sandy Stewarr
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Rita Russe
47
Pan-Hel
King
John Moses,
Tau Kappa Epsilon
senior from
Kendallville, was
crowned king at the annu.
Pan-hHel Dance at the
Indiana Roof.
"TCinAtH^M
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Honors
Most Valuable Player Hilton U. Brown Award
Paul Furnish Ken Spraetz
GRADUATING SENIORS: Ken Avingfon, Ken Spraeti, Jim Mclntyre, Tom Sells, Joe Kelly, Paul Furnish, Bob White, John Moses.
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^58 Bulldogs^ I.C.C. Champs
FIRST ROW: Charlie McElfresh, Jim Douglass, Edigio Caporale, Joe Grissom, Jim Shepherd, Elmer O'Banlon, Cliff Oi'a-, Jc-- Sk-:-jt r:- Z'-
Ron Smith, Dean RucinskI, Bill Inskeep. SECOND ROW: Mert Prophet, Don Gleasing, Al Keckler, Dan Gallagher, Jim Mclntyre, Ken Avington. Joe
Kelly, Bob White, Paul Furnish. John Moses, Ken Spraeti, Tom Sells, Henry Johnson. THIRD ROW: Tony Hinkle, Jim Ringer, Kent Stewart, Bob
Stryiinski, Herb Mills, Bob Magnuson, John Collins, Gerald Rhodes, Bill Bork, Walt Stockslager, Ken Long, Don Sturm, Jim Hauss. FOURTH ROW:
Terry Gray, Jim Merker, Dave Flowers, Dick Roberts, Jim Nicholas, Pat Kot, Don Fulaytar, Bob Day, Jerry Shulti, Jerry Vlasic, Rodney Smallwood.
\utler Opponent
39 Bradley 19
40 Wabash 6
6 *St. Joseph's
31 ^Indiana State 8
34 * Valparaiso
7 *Ball State 14
28 *Evansville 14
30 *DePauw
20 Washington {St. Louis) 12
^Conference games
51
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Butler 39 - Bradley 19
Butler, rated a 13 point underdog, scored four touch-
downs in the second quarter and added two in the fourth
in the first game of the season.
Butler's first two touchdowns came on two-yard plunges,
by halfback Joe Grissom. Thefirst climaxed a 42-yard drive,
and the second was set up after an intercepted Bradley pass
and a 30-yard run by fullback Kent Stewart. An interception
on the Bradley 30 by Elmer O'Banion paved the way for the
third TD. Quarterback Joe Kelly completed a 30-yard pass
to Dick Roberts in the end zone. A 29-yard pass from John
Moses to John Skirchak completed the fourth touchdown.
Play remained pretty much the same in the second half
with Butler driving 72 yards to paydirt In the fourth quarter
and then marching 53 yards with O'Banion scoring on a six-
yard run.
.**'
Butler 40 - Wabash 6
The Bulldogs retained the Iron Key for the third straight
year and ran their scoring total to 79 points in the second
game of the season.
Butler's first TD came after quarterback Moses burst over
center for 15 yards and threw a 40-yard pass to Ken Spraetz
down the sideline. 'With a minute and a half to go in the
second quarter, Moses hit Dick Roberts with a 16-yard pass
to the Wabash nine-yard line. Stewart carried inside the
five, and Cliff Oilar smashed in for the second marker.
Moses' second touchdown aerial was a 27-yard pass to
end Dave Flowers for the third Bulldog tally. Two more TD's
were added in the final quarter. Skirchak circled around
right end for a 15-yard gain and on a second attempt
raced into the end zone, hfalfback Ken Long smashed
through from the 12-yard line for the final touchdown of
the game.
Butler 6 — St. Joseph's
Before 7,500 fans, Butler wore through the tough St.
Joseph line and won the third straight game of the season
and its first conference game.
It took three quarters to start opening holes in the strong
Puma defense. Play went scoreless until only nine and a
half minutes remained In the fourth quarter. Kent Stewart
then drove 16 yards through the middle of the Puma's
line for the touchdown.
The TD climaxed a 76-yard downfield march. Stewart ac-
counted for 56 of these yards. John Moses started the series
by returning a Puma punt to the Butler 24. Ken Long ad-
vanced the ball to the 27 with Stewart carrying it to the 35
for a first down. After three more plays, Stewart made his
plunge through the center line.
Butler 31 " Indiana State 8
Butler reached the top spot in the Indiana Collegiate
Conference by hammering out an easy 31-8 win over In-
diana State.
Cliff Oilar tallied the day's first touchdown on a two-
yard plunge after the Bulldogs kicked off and forced S-a*e
to punt deep within their own territory.
Three passes by John Moses, one on a fourth down, six
to go situation that was good to Dave Rowers for 10 yards
figured heavily in the next touchdown. The sustained drive
carried 39 yards and was climaxed when Elmer O'Banion
dove over for the score.
Oilar went 12 yards for Butler's third touchdown in the
first half, but the play was called back because of an
offsides penalty. In the next series Moses broke through the
Sycamore's line to score.
Kent Stewart raced all the way with the third quarrer
kickoff after it squirted from Moses' hands into Stewart's
on the Butler 17-yard line. Joe Kelly hit Bill Bork with a 30-
yard pass play in the fourth period to end Butler's scoring.
Butler 34 — Valparaiso
Before a capacity Homecoming crowd, the Bulldogs
trounced the Valpo Crusaders in a 34-0 defeat.
Each Butler TD was literally ground out. The first came
with three minutes 10 seconds remaining in the first period
and climaxed an 88-yaj'd drive. The second tally ended a
73-yard march, with Kent Stewart hitting paydirt.
Butler's next two TD's began with intercepted passes.
Early in the fourth quarter, Elmer O'Banlon intercepted a
Crusader pass. Ten plays and 43 yards later, Cliff Oilar
carried the ball 12 yards into the end zone.
Egidio Caporale intercepted another pass and carried
the ball 3! yards to the three-yard line. Caporale carried it
to within inches of the goal and Joe Kelly pushed it the
few remaining inches.
With less than two minutes remaining, Butler tallied their
final TD. O'Banion carried the ball 27 yards and a 15-yard
penalty against the Crusaders put the ball on the three-
yard line. O'Banion then shifted around the left end and
crashed into the end zone.
Butler 7 -- Ball State 14
Dreams of an undefeated, untied season were washed
away when the Bulldogs lost 14-7 to the Ball State Cardinals.
Ball State scored In the second quarter after a 60-yard run.
Butler charged back in the third quarter playing on a par
to former performances of the season. They ground out a
78-yard drive climaxed by Kent Stewart's 10-yard run around
the left end into the end zone. He kicked the extra point
and for the first time, the Bulldogs led.
Play remained pretty even for the rest of the quarter.
Several TD threats were halted.
Butler again seemed headed for the end zone in the
fourth quarter when they marched 79 yards down field.
John Moses decided to gamble on a TD pass, but the
Cardinal quarterback Intercepted the pass and began the
92-yard drive to the winning touchdown.
Butler 28 — Evansville 14
A sparse crowd watched the triumphant Bulldogs play
their final honne game of the season, and regain undisputed
first place in the ICC. Butler scored 28 points before the
Purple Aces scored once.
Egidio Caporale drew the first tally when he climaxed
a 33-yard drive with a one-yard plunge into the end zone.
The Bulldogs threatened again in the first period when they
ground out 53 yards, then lost the ball on the Evansville 15.
Early in the next period, Butler recovered a fumble and
moved 27 yards to paydirt. Cliff Oilar carried the ball the
final 10 yards on a wide sweep around the right end.
In the fourth period, Oilar, Caporale, and John Moses
moved the ball 62 yards in four plays. Moses ended the
drive with a 16-yard TD run. Four plays later, Butler began
another touchdown drive of 64 yards. Caporale and John
Skirchak were the principal carriers and the tally came with
a lateral from Moses to Elmer O'Banion.
Butler 30 - DePauiv
The Bulldogs ended conference play in a rain soaked
contest in which they led all the way. Paul Furnish set up the
first touchdown late in the first quarter when he Intercepted
a DePauw pass on the DePauw 32 and then ran the ball back
to within seven yards of paydirt. On the second play of
the next period, Joe Grissom moved around his left end for
the needed four yards.
A bad pass in the third quarter went Into the end zone
to give the Bulldogs a safety and a 10-0 lead. This was
stretched to 16-0 when Cliff Oilar drove around his right
end and moved 14 yards Into the end zone.
Butler tallied twice more in the final period. John Moses
carried the ball 20 yards to climax a 59-yard drive. An
80-yard drive later in the quarter was climaxed when Gris-
som carried the ball the final eight yards into the end zone.
57
Butler 20 -- fFashington of St. Louis 12
Butler's final game of the season with Washington was
decidedly not one of its more outstanding games. Possibly
the Bulldogs were suffering from a letdown after winning
the ICC crown.
Washington set up the Bulldogs for their first two TD's.
The Bears' quarterback directed his team down to the
Butler 34-yard line. Faced with a fourth down, three yards
to go situation, he chose to gamble and fired a long pass
to a lone receiver on the five-yard line. Fortunately the ball
was dropped, and the Bulldogs took over. On the first play,
Joe Grissom burst across right tackle, sped for the sidelines,
and raced 66 yards for the TD.
The second touchdown was the result of a recovered
fumble on the Bears' 15-yard line. On the second play
Cliff Oilar hurtled into the end zone.
In the third period, the Bulldogs were stymied by pen-
alties. After the last penalty, John Skirchak scooted for 17
yards. John Moses passed to the halfback for another nine
yards, then scored on a quarterback option from the six-
yard line.
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
NAME RUSHING PASSING PASS RECEIVING SCORING
Att. Ave. A++. Comp. int. Gain Ave. No. Gain Score TD PAT Total
315
15
9
418
406
154
25
3.9
2.5
1.5
5.4
5.3
6.4
5.0
John Moses, QB 81
Joe Kelly, QB 6
Bob StryzInsU, QB 6
Kent Stewart, FB 77
Egidlo Caporale, FB 77
Joe Grissom. FB 24
Jim Shepherd, FB 5
Ron Smith, FB
Cliff Ollar, HB 63 345 5.5
Ken Long, HB 46 239 5.2
John Skirchak, HB 39 215 5.5
Elmer O'Banion, HB 42 185 4.4
Gerald Rhodes, HB I 4 4.0
Ken Spraeti, E
Dave Flowers, E
Dick Roberts, E
Dean Rucinski, E
Bill Bork, E ...
Dan Gallagher, E
468 44.0
85 44.5
1 64 90.0
56
13
6
5
14
118
48
6
177
159
52
35
28
58
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Hilton U. Brown
Dies at Age 99
Hilton U. Brown, grand old man of Butler University,
died in his home on September 20, 1958, after a short ill-
ness. Burial was in Crown hiill Cemetery. The news of his
passing brought forth tributes from his many friends active
in civic, political, and educational affairs in Indianapolis
where Mr. Brown spent his life, hlis long association with
the University as student, alumnus, and member and presi-
dent of the Board of Directors, has endeared him to those
connected with Butler, hlis steadfast loyalty to both the
citizens and youth of Indianapolis has made him one of the
best loved men of the era.
"Here was a man who lived out his span of more than
99 years in one city; here was a true scholar who received
all his higher education at one institution and thereafter
helped to share its course for 76 years; here was a news-
paperman who served the same newspaper for 77 years."
To each of these, as to his family and church, he gave his
fullest devotion; each is, in an enduring sense, a memorial
to his fine mind, his friendly spirit, his energy and vision,
his courage, and his fierce love of right and justice. In all
walks of life, his friends, and they are legion, mourned him.
We shall "miss an old and dearly loved companion, a
trusted adviser and a man who touched us all and left us
better than we were."
Maurice 0. Ross
President, Butler
Dr. M. O. Ross has served In the
capacity of president of the Uni-
versity for seventeen years, hie
came to Butler in 1938 as Dean
of the College of Business Admin-
istration and was Dean until his
appointment as president in 1942.
John Whistler Atherton Center,
the Pharmacy Building, J. I. Hol-
comb Observatory, and hfolcomb
Gardens have been constructed
during the years of his presidency.
President Ross received his A.B.
degree from Kentucky Wesleyan
College where he excelled in all
sports, h^e received his M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from the University
of Chicago. Honorary degrees
have been conferred upon him
from Indiana Central, Kentucky
Wesleyan, and Wabash College.
hHe is chairman of the National
Commission on Accrediting, a
member of the Committee on Pro-
fessional Education of the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Universities, and a member of
the Steering Committee of the
Governor's Commission on Educa-
tion beyond high school.

Mrs. Elizabeth Durflinger
DEAN OF WOMEN
Since 1940 Dr. Durflinger has been both Dean and
friend fo the women of Butler. She advises women
students who bring their various problems to her. Dean
Durflinger received her A.B. degree from Western
College for Women and her M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Cincinnati.
Mrs. Durflinger is a member of the Administrative
Council, the Scholarships and Student Aid Committee,
the Student hHealth Committee, the Men's Advisory
Board, and the Admissions Committee. She also serves
as chairman of the Women's Advisory Board.
Supplementing all her other responsibilities, she is
also a professor in the zoology department.
Herbert F. Schwomeyer
DEAN OF MEN
Mr. Schwomeyer through his interest in athletics and
concern for the men on the campus serves as a coun-
selor as well as Dean. Previous to his appointment in
1957, he was a field representative for Butler. He re-
ceived his B.S. and M.A. degrees from Butler.
Dean Schwomeyer is a member of the Student
hiealth Committee, the Student Publications Board, the
Women's Advisory Board, and the Admissions Com-
mittee. He is chairman of the Auditing Committee and
the Men's Advisory Board and is the executive secre-
tary of the Scholarships and Student Aid Committee.
In addition to his duties as Dean, Mr. Schwomeyer
officiates at all Butler athletic events.
5Mr. Holcomb signs approval of new Science Institute. (Capitol Photo)
James I. Holcomb
PRESIDENT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mr. J. I. Holcomb-has been president of the University Board
of Directors since 1955. His contributions have made Bu+ler a M'dv/est
attraction and an Indianapolis landmark.
The carillon bell tower, which Is under construction at the present
time in the Holcomb Gardens, and Holcomb Institute, a $3 million
scientific research division to Butler, are his latest benefactions to
the University. In the past he has donated the Holcomb Botanical
Gardens and the J. I. Holcomb Observatory and Planetarium.
Mr. Holcomb is also Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
J. I. Holcomb Manufacturing Company, the Holcomb and Hoke
Manufacturing Company, and Is a director of the American Fletcher
National Bank of Indianapolis.
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1Corliss R. Maxam
REGISTRAR
Dr. Maxam and his assistants
have the tremendous task of keep-
ing the scholastic records of s*u-
dents in the Universi+y. Each se-
mester they send grade reports to
the students.
Marion Marshall
Dean of Women's Secretary
Chris Theofanis
DIR. OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
Getting the best publicity pos-
sible for the University is the task
of Mr. Theofanis. He coordinates
between nev/s media and the Uni-
versity all public and campus news-
worthy events.
Jessa Leonard, Maxine Cramer
Assistants to the Bursar
Raymond W. Gladden
BURSAR
Mr. Gladden and his assistants
handle all departmental and stu-
dent funds of the University in-
cluding tuition, fees, and payrolls.
The office is a bank for student
organizations which have accounts
there.
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Madge Ingram
Assistant to the Dean of Men
Gene V. Chenowith
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
Selling Butler to high school sen-
iors is the main job of Mr. Cheno-
with. He and his assistants make
trips to schools over the state and
talk to students who are planning
to go to college.
Arthur F. Lindberg
SUPERINTENDENT OF
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Mr. Lindberg can be seen at
any time on campus as he super-
vises maintenance and construc-
tion on Butler's 200 acres.
.i'l-
Roselyn Speedy
Alumni Office Secretary
P. Blakeslee, R. Deming,
J. Hicklin, M. Cloud,
J. Waaer
Assistants to the Registrar
Harold D. Wilkins, Jr.
ALUMNI SECRETARY
Keeping Butler alumni in touch
with the University is the duty of
Mr. Wilkins. He also publishes the
quarterly, "Butler Alumnus."
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George S. Diener
VICE-PRESIDENT AND TREASURER,
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
Mr. Diener was appointed vice-
president and treasurer of the Uni-
versity in 1957. Formerly he was
Speaker of the Indiana hlouse of Rep-
resentatives and an advertising ex-
ecutive. He received his A.B. degree
in business administration from Butler
in 1942.
In the business world, he Is a form-
er president of the Indianapolis Public
Relations Society, a member of the
Indiana chapter of the Public Rela-
tions Society of America, and a mem-
ber of the Indianapolis Press Club.
Butler University Board of Directors
J. I. Holcomb, president Indianapolis
Evan 8. Walker, vice-president Indianapolis
Crate D. Bowen, director emeritus Miami, Fla.
Keller T. Brock New Augusta
Edward F. Gallahue Indianapolis
James A. Gloln Indianapolis
Frederic M. Hadley Indianapolis
Frank J. hloke Indianapolis
Harry T. Ice Indianapolis
Richard T. James Indianapolis
Emsley W. Johnson, Jr Indianapolis
George A. Kuhn Indianapolis
Mrs. Hugh Th. Miller Columbus
Irwin Miller Columbus
Dr. Raphael Miller, director emeritus Cleveland, Ohio
John F. Mitchell, Jr Greenfield
Wilson Mothershead Indianapolis
Kurt F. Pantzer Indianapolis
John R. Rees Columbus
M- O. Ross Indianapolis
Mrs. Ralph M. Spaan Indianapolis
Mrs. Robert Tangeman
-.
. . . New York City
G. Cullen Thomas Minneapolis, Minn.
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faculty
Roland G. Usher
DIRECTOR OF
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Dr. Usher as Director of fhe
University College makes every
effort to consult with students
in need of academic or other
help. The chief part of his work
is in direct counseling with stu-
dents. Hie received his A.B.
from Washington University and
his M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Michigan.
Harry E. Crull
DIRECTOR OF
HOLCOMB OBSERVATORY
Dr. Crull as Director of hlol-
comb Observatory manages
and plans tours and planetarium
shows in the observatory which
is one of the major attractions
in the Indianapolis area. He re-
ceived his A.B., M.A., and Ph.D.
degrees from the University of
Illinois.
Christo T. Mocas
DIRECTOR OF EVENING
DIVISION
AND SUMMER SESSIONS
Dr. Mocas as Director of the
Evening Division and Summer
Sessions manages registration
for the many part-time and un-
classified students who carry
only a few academic hours. He
received his A.B. and M.A. de-
grees from Indiana University
and his Ph.D. from Tulane.

College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences has
three principal objectives: to Integrate the program
of broad education provided In the University Col-
lege, to Increase'ihe knowledge of maturing up-
perclassmen, and to offer opportunities for speciali-
zation In a field of major interest.
Sociology
Tomasson, Peeling, Cupp.
Botany
Dean Paul A. Cundiff
Dr. Cundiff has been Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences since 1953. He has ten-
dered his resignation from this position effective
in September, 1959. Outspoken In his views on edu-
cation, he advocates stricter entrance requirements
and higher academic standards.
Webster, Pelton, Hall.
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English
FIRST ROW: Bozell, Moore, A. Stewart, Fisher. SECOND ROW: Amend. P. Stewart, Hornback, Meredith, Baetihold, Graham, Anderson, Beyer
History
and
Political
Science
FIRST ROW: Comfort.
Waller, Thornbrough.
SECOND ROW: Ericbon
McCurry, Silvers.
Foreign Languages
FIRST ROW: Kincaid, Renfrew, Brunson, Hiatt. SECOND
ROW: Aldrich, Mocas.
Religion
Speech
Rice, Gripe, Maher, Kearney.
Philosophy
Clark, Gilpin.
Zoology
Andry, Young, Relsinger. FIRST ROW: Durflinger, like. SECOND ROW: Pearson, Lowry.
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Physics
Home Economics
Dixon, Bessey. Porter. Wohler
Geography Psychology
Roberts, Elliott. Yeager, Josey. Shanltlin, Hepler
Chemistry Mathematics
Seymour, Kilsheimer, Quinney, BIrdwhistell FIRST ROW: Beal, CImelus. SECOND ROW: Stark, Crull, Graf
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College of Business
Administration
The College of Business Administration has three
major objectives: to develop the breadth of knowl-
edge and understanding which mark the educated
man; to give the student a firm grasp of knowledge
and analytic tools which are useful in handling busi-
ness problems; and to develop in the student a
scientific, problem-solving approach to business.
Dean David R. Roberts
Dr. Roberts, a teacher of statistics, received his
degrees from Boston University and Harvard Uni-
versity. He Is a member of many business societies.
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Faculty
FIRST ROW: Paddock.
Weber, Roberts, tfroymn-
son. Cohen. SECOND
ROW: Taaffe, Shors,
Marshall, Chipper,
KollarHsch.
College of Education
The College of Education has three major pur-
poses: to educate teachers, supervisors, and admin-
istrators for elementary schools, high schools, and
colleges; to make provisions for an appropriate
foundation for advanced study in education; and
to assist in schools and educational organizations
through surveys and research.
Dean J. Hartt Walsh
Dr. Walsh, an educator known throughout the
state, received degrees from Eau Claire State Col-
lege, Ripon College, the University of Minnesota,
and the University of Wisconsin, hie is a member
of numerous education clubs.
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1
Faculty
J FIRST ROW: Walker,
^M Barnes. Koeh'er, Hart. Dav-H enport. SECOND ROW:
^M Couison, Nygaard. Keene,
IB Howard, Johnson, HInkle,
^u Hlgh+ower, Laing, Hauss,
Best. Torbett.
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DeaM XarZ L. Kaufman
Dr. Katfrnan, known as a friend to many foreign
students vv^o enter his college, received degrees at
Ohio State University and Purdue University. He
has contributed many articles to professional phar-
macy publications.
College of Pharmacy
The College of Pharmacy has as its purpose the
aim to educate young men and women in the
scientific and practical aspects of pharmacy and
it strives to give the student a broad liberal foun-
dation. The staff is constantly attempting to instill
into the students a high degree of professionalism
and responsibility.
uu null ti
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Facuh^
FIRST ROW: Parke,
Hubbard, Michener.
SECOND ROW:
Harwood, Martin, Lucas,
Myers, Rowe.
Jordan College of Music
The purpose of Jordan College of Music is to
offer educational opportunities in the fields of
music, dranna, dance, and radio-television. It is the
desire of the faculty and administration to offer
course work and performance opportunities in such
a way that the highest possible level of professional
proficiency may be attained.
Dean Jackson K. Ehlert
Dr. Ehlert, director of the music, dancing, radio,
and drama departments of Jordan College, re-
ceived his B.S. and M.A. degrees from the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and his Ed.D. from the Uni-
versity of Colorado.
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Faculty
FIRST ROW, Johnson,
Home. Henzie.
SECOND ROW: Peh,
Ph;ilippe. Adklns,
Montgomery.
John Herron Art
Institute
The University and John hHerron Art Institute
cooperate in the preparation of art teachers and
art supervisors for all grades of the public schools.
By agreement between the tv/o schools, the courses
in studio and applied art are given by the Art In-
stitute, and the academic and professional courses
are given by the University.
Director Donald M. Mattison
Mr. Mattison, a professional artist known for his
portraitures and easel paintings, has received de-
grees from the Yale School of Fine Arts and the
American Academy in Rome. He has been director
of the school since 1933 and has built it Into an art
and cultural center known throughout the Midwest. 84
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Faculty
FIRST ROW: Rubins,
Anfrlasian.
SECOND ROW: Davis.
Weaver. Brucker.
Air Force R.O.T.C.
The Department of Air Science has five main
purposes. They are to develop essentials which make
a good Air Force officer, to develop an interest in
the Air Force, to 'provide a course of training for
qualifying as an Air Force officer, and to motivate
cadets to obtain an aeronautical rating in the Air
Force upon graduation.
Lt. Col. Alex C. Jamieson
Lt. Col. Jamieson has served in the Air Force for
19 years, ten of which he has spent teaching in uni-
versities throughout the country. He received his
A.B. degree from Fenn College in Cleveland. During
V/orld War II, he served in England, North Africa,
and Sicily.
^^
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Faculty
Reichelt, Felger, Haley, Harper, Jamieson, Phillips, Denton, Singer, Passafume.
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parties . . . dances . . . activities . . .
so many things to be done . . . not
enough time . . . always classes to
attend . . . projects due . . . Christ-
mas decorations to put up . . . trees
to trim ... all outside reflects the
cold . . . some dreary days . . . some
crisp and clear . . . finals loom ahead
after vacation . . . dark cloud on the
bright horizon . . . busy days become
busier . . . vacation begins . . . lasts
too short a time . . . draws to a close
. . . then a week and a half of con-
centrated studying . . . results seen
on the registrar's slips ... a couple
of days then back Into the swing
all over again . . . the merry-go-round
continues at full speed . . .
WINTER SETS IN . . . the campus takes on a
snowbound look . . . winds howl . . . cold class-
rooms at 8 a.m. . . . snowflakes flying . . . long
underwear . . . cars that refuse to start . . .
leafless trees . . . hlolcomb Lake freezes . . .
fall beauty fades . . . winter beauty takes over
. . .
Ac+ivitles Fair ... Eli Lilly grant for Fine
Arts Building . . . social pace steps up . . .
vacation just ahead . . .
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registration . . . probation . . . first
day of classes ... all over again
. . . snow and cold weather con-
tinue . . . second Greek Week gets
underway . . . bigger and better
each year . . . classes get in the
groove . . . assignments . . . proj-
ects again . . . textbooks to be
read . . . campus settles down to
business . . . Founders Day
. . .
Butler celebrates 104th birthday
. . . convocation . . . seniors get
first chance to wear caps and
gowns
. . . girls foot the bills, take
the boys to the Pan-Hel dance . . .
winter academics hit the spotlight
. . . Dean of Liberal Arts College
resigns position . . .
Unusual number of students fail the academic
grade . . . others continue with flying colors
. . . crowded winter season moves on . . .
Student Union Valentine Dance . . . King and
Queen crowned . . . basketball team keeps
up the fine work . . . Color guard . . . half
time entertainment . . . always good . . .
campus love knows no season ... all too soon
winter turns to spring.
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Campus Christmas spirit
arrives ... Phi Kappa spon-
sors the annual tree lighting
ceremony . . . Alpha Chis
and Phi Delts win the Col-
legian Cheer Drive . . . TrI
Delts acquire trophy for
best house decorations for
holidays . . . snow covers
the ground once more . . .
inviting mistletoe in drug
store . . .
Wr-"
Decorations in the C-Club . . . Christnnas par-
ties are in season . . . sororities and fraternities
entertain orphans and handicapped children
. . . presents . . . Santa Claus . . . excitement
. . . laughter . . . Santa costumes and stuffings
. . . long awaited vacation arrives . . . home
for the holidays.
Vacation over . . . wham . . . back to classes
. . . studies . . . this time for real . . . midnight
oil burning . . . final time rapidly approaches
. . .
panic . . . speculation . . . library and
lounge crowded . . . bleak final days . . .
campus is quiet . . . finals end . . . grades . . .
a slight pause ... a new semester . . .
PBHRWm;
Registration . . . endless fornns . . .
signing nanne again and again . . .
buying Drifts . . . joining clubs . . .
finally the trek to the bookstore
. . . then the C-Club.
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Founders Day ... a convocation
... a speaker . . . some seniors
in caps and gowns . . . Butler is
104 years old . . . advanced
from small college to growing
University . . . Greek Week gets
off to a running start . . . runners
carry the lighted torch
. . . Pres.
Ross lights the Grecian urn . . .
Greek Week begins officially
. .
.
k.,M.4ik:M!^i^^^iMi^
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Exchange dinners . . . male half
ends up at a well known landmark
at 38th and Illinois . . . square
dance in the C-Club ... a surpris-
ing success . . . Pan-Hel dance . . .
women take the men . . . turn about
evening . . .
judging for the most
appropriate corsage
. . .
Chuck Leonard wins
with a corsage nnade by
Barbara Canatsey
. . .
C-Club special . . . cards,
cigarettes, etc cokes
. . . popcorn
. . .
dancing
. . . laughter
. . . fun
. . .
music
. . . fast and slow nunnbers
. . .
Vic Knight, his big band . . .
a Pan-He! King Is chosen
. . .
John Moses, Tau Kappa Epsllon,
Is crowned by Lucia Walton, Pan-
\-\e\ president . . . first dance In
honor of the nev/ King . . .
100
I
The game with Ball State and a
Greek cheer block . . . hialf-time
Honeys present Greek show . . .
we win . . . shouting . . . laughing
. . . Greek Week ends . . .
foundation laid for the Carillon
Tower . . . studies become im-
portant once more.
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Successful team . . . Coach Tony HInkle
wins 400th basketball game . . . Joins
exclusive 400 Club . . . program honors
Tony . . . team carries jubilant coach
from the floor . . . Next up the Notre
Dame Irish . . . enthusiasm . . . yelling
. . . crowded fleldhouse . . . three over-
time periods . . . mass chaos . . .
./•X- sC»^s y'^m^-!- >'-Z^<
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They said it couldn't be done . . . but
we beat the Irish twice in one season
. . .
first time since 1925 . . . elation
. . .
celebration ... no A.M. classes
on Tuesday . . . pep session to honor
team . . . pep band . . . Mr. Henzle
. . . Team gets the Indianapolis Notre
Dame Club trophy.
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Excitement . . . someone is pinned . . .
bell gongs . . . everyone in Pi Phi house
scurries . . . tensions mount . . . Sybil
Hudgins blows out the candle . . . she
is pinned to Steve Stamper, Phi Delt
. . . more singing . . .
104
then the usual trip . . . out of the living
room
. . . dov/n the stairs . . . carried
all the v^ay
. . . into the bathtub . . .
i
full of Icy v/ater . . . whole affair cli-
nnaxed by a pin serenade ... all is
m
worthwhile.
1^ 1
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Honors
I. C. C. Championship
Most Valuable Player &
Hilton U. Broivn Award
Coach Tony and trophy. Bill Scott
GRADUATING SENIORS: Bill Scott, John Moses, Mike Leffler, Bill Miller.
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'59 Bulldogs, from Rags to Riches
FIRST ROW: Bob Bottorff, Bill Scott, Jim Barrlck, Jerry Petty, Larry Ramey, Gary Blair. SECOND ROW: Dick Haffner, Earl Engle. Orville Bose,
Mike Leffler, John Moses, Jesse Blackwell, Roland Cutter. THIRD ROW: Assistant coach Bob DIeti, Ken Pennington, John Thomas, Bill Miller. Dick Buck.
Johnny Jones, Coach Tony Hinkle.
Butler's basketball Bulldogs, who were predicted by one
sportswriter to win only two of their 26 games, soon
earned the titles of "Comeback Kids" and the "Rags to
Riches Team." The Hinklemen started off the season by
dropping five straight to such formidable foes as Illinois
and Michigan State. However, they proved their capa-
bilities by recording a fabulous 19-9 slate including a
National Invitational Tournament victory over Fordham.
In one of Butler's most colorful seasons, the cagers re-
ceived their second straight N I.T. bid after winning the
Indiana Collegiate Conference crown. Their conference
record was a terrific ten and two mark.
^^^.,
Scottie draws another foul from the Ball State Cardinals.
Miller and Pennington
gang up on an unidentified
Dartmouth player in fight
for rebound.
Coach Hinkle is i
congratulated on 400th Jl\'
victory by team. 1
Ken Pennington Johnny Jones
The Bulldogs opened their tough schedule against
high-scoring Illinois. The lllini dropped the visitors,
103-79, on their home court. The Butlermen then
dropped games to Wabash, Michigan State, Michi-
gan, and Ohio State.
In their sixth start, the Bulldogs got their feet on
the ground by defeating Dartmouth, a strong east-
ern team, 79-74 in an overtime. After this taste of
victory, the team began their "Rags to Riches"
climb by routing nationally-ranked Tennessee, 81-66.
Entering the Hoosier Classic with an increased fol-
lowing, the Bulldogs dropped their first game to
the red hot Purdue Boilermakers, 78-65. In the tour-
nament consolation the Hinklemen bounced back
to nip Indiana, 81-66, in a hard fought battle. The
Hoosier team later proved their abilities with some
surprising upsets in the Big Ten.
Following the Classic the Bulldogs continued im-
proving by squeaking past Navy, a contender In the
N.C.A.A. this year, 59-58.
Tony maps strategy during
Bulldog time out.
Assistant coach Bob Dieti
directs scrimmage.
TOP: Johnny Jones and Jim Barrick "bump heads" under basket.
BELOW: Jones passes to Engle through tight Ohio State defense.
Butle
Results
Opponent
79 Illinois 103
55 Wabash 56
46 Michigan State 72
70 Michigan 86
69 Ohio State 8!
79 Dartmouth (ot) 74
81 Tennessee 66
65 Purdue 78
81 Indiana 76
69 Wisconsin 55
59 Navy 58
62 Notre Danne 60
78 *EvansvIlle 75
73 *DePauw 61
56 *lndiana State 54
78 *Evansville (ot) 85
86 *St. Joseph's 76
79 Wabash 68
65 *Valparaiso 64
77 *Ball State 67
88 *St. Joseph's 75
80 *ValparaIso 68
92 Notre Dame (3 ot) 89
87 *lndiana State (2 ot) 88
76 *DePauw 68
85 *Ball State 73
94 **Fordham 80
77 **Bradley 83
*Conference games. Regular season record: Won 19, lost 9. ICC
Record: Won 10, lost 2 (First place and Champion). **N.I.T.
Haffner sinks two more points against
Buckeyes.
Next on the Bulldogs' list was Notre Dame, who at
halftime led the contest, 36-24. A different team came
back for the second half at South Bend, as the Bulldogs
claimed a 62-60 victory. Instrumental in the triumph
were the three "Zone Busters," Dick Haffner, Larry
Ramey, and Orville Bose.
Team play and hard work then accounted for a vic-
tory over defending champion Evansville, and succes-
sive triumphs over DePauw and Indiana State. Evans-
ville then defeated the Big Blue, 85-78 at Evansville.
Recovering quickly, the locals downed St. Joseph's,
Wabash, and Valparaiso in the next five starts.
Mike Leffler
Ken Pennington gets first home floor tip-
ofF against Wabash.
Dick Haffner
Orville Bose
Larry Ramey
Jim Barrick
Jesse Blackwell
Scottle Tgh+s for another rebound following shot by Engle. Notre Dame's All-Amerlcan Tom Hawkins fouls "Hawk" Ramey.
Meeting the Fighting Irish once again, the "Comebacic
Kids" became Involved in one of the most thrilling games
ever played in the history of Butler Fieldhouse. It required
three overtimes for the Bulldogs' 92-89 victory. It was the
first time in 35 years the Bulldogs had beaten the Irish
tv/ice in one season.
With hopes now high for a N.C.A.A. or N.I.T. bid, and
with the I.C.C. championship practically in the bag,"
the Bulldogs found the Indiana State Sycamores too much
on their home court as they lost, 88-87 in two overtimes.
The Bulldogs climaxed their regular season with a bril-
liant 85-73 victory over Ball State at Muncie. In their
second Madison Square Garden appearance the hlinkle-
men beat Fordham, but lost to a high-scoring Bradley
quintet in a close one, 83-77.
The year saw Bill Scott break a precedent. The top scor-
ing guard was named both Most Outstanding Player and
recipient of the h4ilton U. Brown award. The 1959 edition
of the Bulldogs was one of the greatest in history, and
the I960 crew is expected to do just as well; maybe even
better.

Blackwell goes high for the score In the game with Wabash.
"Jarrin' Johnny" hits the deck.
Bulldogs Look Just as Good in Statistics
PLAYER G FGA FG PCT FTA FT PCT R PF TP AVE
Bill Scott, g 26 424 200 47.1 113 72 63.7 147 46 472 IS.I
Ken Pennington, c. , 25 280 1 13 40.4 168 115 68.4 196 72 342 13.7
John Jones, f 26 199 72 36.2 97 77 79.4 220 73 221 8.5
Earl Engle, f 26 174 77 44,3 93 51 54.8 98 47 205 7.9
Orville Bose, f. ,
. 18 1 17 58 49.6 40 24 60.0 73 23 140 7.8
Dick Haffner, f. 25 196 72 36.2 35 21 60.0 86 26 165 6.6
Larry Ramey, g. 23 113 48 42.5 69 48 69.6 57 40 114 6.3
Jim Barrick, g 25 114 43 37.7 23 16 69.6 58 34 102 4.1
Bill Miller, c 24 76 22 28.9 14 12 85.7 54 30 56 2.3
Mike Leffler, g IB 52 1 1 21.1 10 7 70.0 17 15 29 1.6
John Thomas, c 5 5 3 60.0 2 1 50.0 5 3 7 1.4
Jesse Blackwell, f. . . 10 19 5 26.3 2 2 100.0 13 7 12 1.2
Jerry Petty, g 12 25 4 16.0 9 5 55.6 6 4 13 1.1
Dick Buck, c 6 4 3 75.0 00.0 3 2 6 1.0
John Moses, g 6 2 00.0 6 2 33.3 2 1 1 0.2
TOTALS B.U. 26 1800 731 40.6 681 453 66.5 1162 423 1915 73.7
OPP. 26 1848 740 40.1 565 396 70.1 1126 482 1876 72.2
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Butler University Fieldhouse—home of the Battlln' Bulldogs.
Barrick scores on a lay-up
in tight game with Aces
from Evansville.
Engle tallies two more for
fabulous "Comeback Kids."
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FIRST ROW; Ervin Bul+man, W. Thomas, Leo Braun, Dick Hdslam. SECOND ROW: Ken Freeman, Bud Gremel, Jack Carpenter, Gene Campbell, Soeff
Bradley. Jim Berg. THIRD ROW: Coach Frank "Pop" Hedden, Steve Parrish, Don Wilson, Dan Kaufman, Larry Johnson, John Weber.
Freshmen Are Record Breakers
B.U.
Results
Opp.
69 Wabash 42
50 DePauw 59
59 Indiana State 52
101 Wabash 57
66 DePauw 65
57 Ball State 68
72 Ball State 55
Butler s Bullpups had a record breaking season this year, win-
ning five and losing only tv/o contests. One of their regular
Indiana Collegiate Conference tilts was cancelled. Freshman
scoring records were shattered by the frosh as they downed
the Wabash team, 101 to 57, at Crawfordsville. The Bullpups
make up one of the tallest teams in freshman history. As usual
they were ably coached by Frank "Pop" hiedden, who predicts
a bright future for the team on the varsity squad. "Coach
Hinkle will be able to use the height to a good advantage,"
he added. hHlgh scorer on the frosh five was Ervin Bultman, a
starting guard.
irs^anizara^M
Alpha Chi Omega completed a peak
year In which they won the Pan-Hel Schol-
arship trophy, first place in homecoming
floats, and the Cheer Drive. Other cups
brought to the Alpha Chi house were the
Sigma Chi Derby Day trophy, the Junior
Prom Queen trophy, and the Faculty Merit
Alpha Chi of
trophy for the organization which contrib-
uted the most to the school.
Alpha Chis were active in Spurs, Chimes,
Mortar Board, WRA, AWS, YWCA, Kappa
Beta, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Color Guard,
cheerleading, Student Council, and the
Drift. Two were chosen for Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.
We rushed young this year It was a big, beautiful, happy day.
FIRST ROW:
O'Dell, Mrs.
J. Kehllng. J
N. Redding.
M. Woodward, G. Parrlsh, C. Sprecher, N. Nltchman S. Stewart, C. Fidler, B. Eyies. SECOND ROW: L. Hovey. S. Hoppmg, D,
Oldham, S. SrTiith, J. Hafert. S. Swenson, I. Greenhaugh. THIRD ROW: S. Miller, L. Seebree, C. Scott, J. Thompson, A. Stroy,
.
A. Wood, J. Carlon. FOURTH ROW: B. Sciortino, M. Whitenton, J. K. Wood, S. Goodin, J. Dryden, F. Russell, P. Fitzgerald!
Hutton, V.
C. Wright,
C. Horner,
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Alpha Chi Omega
We had Christmas spirit, too.
Sister Sarah wows 'em.
A
X
FIRST ROW: L. Heidelman, S. Lynam, J. Horst, K. Koelling, J. Osterchlll, J. Savino, M. Engstrom L. Jetrv H. Webb. SECOND
ROW: G. Sims, J. Wagoner, M. Kondrath, L. Gros, J. Herti, B. Meeder. B. Zlemer, P. Belle, S. Walker.
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Delta Lambda of
Delta Delta Delta completed a reward-
ing and eventful year by receiving first
place trophies in the Yard Parks contest,
sorority division, and Christnnas house dec-
orations. Other cups were brought to Delta
Lambda by the Pumpkin Queen, Valentine
Queen, and an Air Angel Court member.
TrI Delts were represented in Spurs,
Chimes, Pan-Hel, WRA, AWS, YWCA,
and Student Union Board. Freshmen and
sophomore class secretary posts were filled
by TrI Delts.
To raise money for scholarships, the an-
nual Dublin Fair was held In March, and
the Pansy Breakfast was a spring event for
campus brides-to-be.
Jean Ann Bowers
President
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We campaigned and won. McNamara's band perfornns at the Dublin Fail
FIRST ROW: S. Main, V. Grave, J. Enyart, K. Bales. SECOND ROW: J. Mabe, M. Darby, J. Bowers, Mrs. Wlllard, B. Delp, M. Ljnsford, N. Defibaugh.
THIRD ROW: N. Fairburn, J. Gates, K. StoHs, D. Rand, P. Smith, J. Raybern, J. Heim.
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Delta Delta Delta
"You're steaming my glasses.
A weekend away from if all
FIRST ROW: J. Heritage, D. Clements, M. Sager, K. Ax, L Gambold, M. Ensley, J. WInternhe
J. Alspach, J. Irvine, S. Spindler, L. Ditienberger, F. Farnam.
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r. SECOND ROW: M. Hall
A
A
The Anchor Girls from Delta Gamma
were represented in various campus activi-
ties including Spurs, Student Council, Pan-
He!, Color Guard, AWS, WRA, YWCA,
and on the Drift. One DG was the Kappa
Sigma fraternity favorite, and another was
Alpha Tau of
the Easter Seal Queen. A pledge repre-
sented the sorority on the Air Angel Court.
Dances of the year included the pledge
dance, the Christmas Dance, and the Spring
Formal.
_m
"Anchors dweigh my boys After hours of hard work—our float.
FIRST ROW: P. Po'lack, S. Smego, P. Riser, Mrs. Williams. S. Pribble, B. Siumski, J. Hornberger. SECOND ROW: K. Allison. W. Palino, L. Smith, J.
Swarts, K. Dale, S. Crews, S. Butler, S. Ellis, R. Arnold. NOT PICTURED: J. Mooers, S. Mooers.
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Delta Gamma
I iiii
P 1
Always cleaning something up.
Homecoming is such fun. A
r
FIRST ROW: L. Dick, J. Boringer, B. Smith, J. Bredensteiner, J. Nichols, P. Campbell. SECOND ROW: S. Jackson, L. Allen,
M. Hurt, C. Childs, B. Ranney, K. Baker, B. Shook. THIRD ROW: B. Johnson, J. Stickle, K. Prewitt, S. Crane, L Spears, A. Glaie.
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li Beta Beta of
Delta Tau Delta began the year by win-
ning first place in the htomeconning float
contest. Delts held nnajor offices in Utes,
Blue Key, and Interfraternity Council. They
were also represented in Kappa Psi, Phi
Delta Chi, and on the Drift. Two were
elected to class offices, and one was elected
King Korn.
In the spring, the chapter held the Third
Annual Tricyclotron in which coeds raced
in a tricycle contest. A new house is under
construction at the present tinne and is
expected to be ready for fall occupancy.
Typical Delt form. "You're my Delta Queen, yes my Delta Queen
FIRST ROW: J. Anthony. D. McCormiclc. T. Simmons, B. Parsons, C. Spier, R. Smigla. SECOND ROW: W. Hap, J. Ross, O. Muir, J. Reynolds, D. Bevis,
G. Russell. THIRD ROW: T. Suiralc, R. Davis, P. Duke, R. Gennarelli, B. Schoolfleld, B. Bangs.
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Delta Tau Delta
Construction of our new house begins.
,_-__^ _^.^ ,..
*— Nit'./V^
Tastes good, like papier-mache should.
A
T
A
FIRST ROW: J. Craig, J. Harrison, R. Schmutiler, D. Carr, A. Zipco, F. Sisson. SECOND ROW: D. Kaulzbauer, J. Wills,
B. Stringer, D. Dwyer, J. Petrowsici, D. Sinnmons, V. Redfern, B. Rowe. THIRD ROW: L. Davenport. L. Middletauff, G. Mitchell,
J. Fisher, J. Demaree. A. Purdue.
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Thetas were extremely active In campus
affairs during the year. They participated
in Spurs, Chimes, Mortar Board, Alpha
Lambda Delta, WRA, AWS, and YWCA.
One from the chapter was selected for
Who's Who in American Colleges and Uni-
versities. A pledge was chosen as the most
typical freshman girl, and another was
P m^^
WiLj^dr. W.U^m'
Gamma of
chosen the most outstanding freshman girl
for last year.
Two Thetas were on the Drift Beauty
Court, two were chosen as fraternity favor-
ites, and one was Sophomore Cotillion
Sweetheart. Dances held by the chapter
were the Christmas Dance, the pledge
dance, and the Spring Formal.
We love a parade. We had an experimental stunt with the Kappa SIgs.
FIRST ROW: E. Eichhorn, M. McKee, A. Appel, G. Raymond, S. Faulkner, B. Harrison. SECOND ROW: C. Daniels, B. Bailey, D. Jacobs
M. Behrman, Mrs. Daniel, M. Alexander, B. Murphy, J. Hart, P. Thomas. THIRD ROW: S. Kern, P. Pepper, C. Boyle, J. Reiboldt,
J. Gentry, S. Pennock. M. Myers, M. Handy, M. Phillips.
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Kappa Alpha Theta
"Sorry, I'm on s+udy table tonight."
'If you get caught, you've had it.'
^.
FIRST ROW: K. Hayes, M. Schucic, K. SIgmond, B. Frey. SECOND ROW: S. Mefford, S. Butler, M. Hudson, M. Sirmin, S. Els+er,
W. Block, J. Lindahl. THIRD ROW: C. Lindberg, P. Shulti, S. Drake, J. Krlegbaum, K. Convery, S. Snyder, S. Thompson. A. Knapp.
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The Province Convention of Kappa
Kappa Gamma was hosted by the local
chapter and was a major event of the
year. Starting the year by winning the Miss
Watermelon Bust contest, the Kappas con-
tinued in the line of beauty by having two
on the Air Angel Court, by winning the
Drift Beauty Pageant and having a Beauty
Court member, and copping the Freshman
Rose Queen title.
Muof
Kappas held major offices in Student
Council, AWS, Mortar Board, Pan-Hel,
Spurs, Th&ta Sigma Phi, Religious Council,
and on The Collegian. One member was
junior class secretary, and three were se-
lected for Who's Who in American Col-
leges and Universities.
It iust wouldn't chug. "Well, at least we made Major Acts this year!"
FIRST ROW: J. Elsaman, J. Dongus, N. Sharp, J. Fishtahler, M. Miller. J. Myers, K. Newbold, J. Riley. SECOND ROW: B. Cana+sey, J. Nix, S. Lindsay,
R. Clark, Mrs. Wilhoyte, B. Kenny, P. Brantley, D. Cox. G. Lcfquist, P. Blackwell. THIRD ROW: J. Shelton. L. Hebert. M. Norris, Gloria Strasburger,
N. Nichols, S. Steinberg, C. Williams, L. Dennison, M. Melick, C. Everett. P. Spencer, A. Laughlin, J. Dillon. FOURTH ROW: D. Porter, M. LaFollette,
K. Flater, L. Walton, J. Rees, J. Winslow, N. Weed, B. Ulrey.
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
dreamt I painted flats.
. .
."
Ellen and Carolyn come through for KKS.
KK
r
u'^WooMdle^E ^"\T\ ^r^°"^i> ^- "/T\^- '-^'r,''- ^'"'''''' ^- ^""^ SECOND ROW: S. Dennlson, C. Koelling
L>!^sonett M. Wyn!g!;.
^'"' '^^ ^'"^' °- °""' ^^ °'^'"- ^"'^° "^^^^ ^- L's+enbee, L. Bloemker, J. Cartwright
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Epsilon Omicron of
The Kappa Slgs were busy this year with
a full social calendar. In addition to the
many socials and exchanges, the K-Sigs held
their successful Roman hloliday Dance,
pledge dance, and annual Stardust Spring
Formal. In scholastic ratings the men placed
third on campus. They picked up a first
place trophy for hHomecomlng house deco-
rations, and- three of the members were
elected to class offices. Other members are
active in the Student Council, Drift, Col-
legian, Utes, Sphinx, intramural sports, and
various other organizations. Plans for a new
chapter house were joyously received by
both actives and pledges.
Norm Jones
President
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"Who, . . ?" "Anyone for Mike's?"
FIRST ROW: D. Foster, M. Hardin, J. Abstine, T. Harmon, T. Onstott, R. Doyal. SECOND ROW: T. Hageboeck, D. Croner, N. Jones, Mrs. Sweet,
R. Clyburn, B. Voorhis, J. Evans. THIRD ROW: R. Haffner, T. Sehaffer, R. Catron, D. Dice, D. Hess, T. Kelly, P. Stakes, R. Smith, D. Livengood, J. Drake.
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Kappa Sigma
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A Sunday afternoon social.
Annual Christmas dinner for orphans. K
2
FIRST ROW: D. Koehrlng, R. Manley, "Sugar," J. Helm, D. Taylor. SECOND ROW: F. Carson, K. Rogers, J. BIythe, J. Hopkins,
R. Johnson, J. Demos, C. Peters. THIRD ROW: D. Wilson, E. Bultman, N. Rosenberger, J. Ashby, E. Ervin, S. Chapin, G. Beplay,
D. Kiefer.
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AIpha -AIpha Zeta of
The Lambda Chls were very active on
campus this year and participated in many
organizations including Sphinx, Blue Key,
YMCA, Loyalty Legion, and Interfraternity
Council. During Homecoming, the chapter
took second place in both the float and
house decorations divisions. They also won
the Sigma Chi scholarship trophy for main-
taining the highest yearly scholastic rating
of any fraternity on campus.
The chapter again held the Watermelon
Bust, Halloween Spook Dance, Christmas
Dance, and the annual Crescent Girl Dance.
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"If isn't either your chair!" Our house decoration comes in second.
FIRST ROW: B. Brorr.ley, K. Waggoner, D. Graf, D. Fisher, A. Harvey. SECOND ROW: J. Thomas. S. Appleton, B. Richey, B. Schrenker, Mrs. Hauger,
H. Shearon, S. Lewis, C. Leonard, T. Taylor. THIRD ROW: A, Good, G. Kautsky, J. Stalnbrook, J. Ede, F. Fiester, R. Knoebei, F. Hoppensteadt, B.
Deeg, B. Stryzinski.
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Lambda ChiAlpha
Watermelons are served.
We win S!g scholarship trophy.
A
X
A
FIRST ROW: D. Eagleston, J. Hudachko, B. Collins, J. Dennis, T. Meeb, C. Askins, D. Barger. SECOND ROW: J. Meunic
E. Combs, J. Stickle, R. Roehrick, D. Kenan, M. Carter, C. Lucas.
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Indiana Gamma of
Phi Delta Thefa, Butler's first social fra-
ternity, was chosen the most outstanding
chapter in the state by their Indianapolis
Alumni Club. Two Phi Delts were elected
to class offices and two were also chosen
for Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities. Phi Delta Theta claims the
Drift Most Eligible Bachelor and were win-
ners of The Collegian Cheer Drive and the
Yard Parks contest. They held positions in
the Loyalty Legion and on The Collegian
staff.
Dances of the year included the Cross
and Shield Ball, the pledge dance, and the
Spring Formal.
A sure sign spring is here. Chapter bridge champions.
FIRST ROW: J. Long, J. Raymond, T. Etirsam, J. Et+er, T. Noel, D. King, R. Jordan, G. Hesser, T. Mulrine. SECOND ROW: P. Thompson, A. Sanders, J.
Hilton, G. Tillet, Mrs. Patten, J. Ringer, N. Heiny, T. Brogan, R. Long, THIRD ROW: J. Krebs, D. Taylor, F. Brown, T. Bates, J. Helme, D. Flowe "
Witt, K. Long, B. Strafford. R. Roberts, J. Hornaday, F. Gleaves, H. Wright, C. Yeager, J. Howard. FOURTH ROW: P. Co
llff, J. Cooke, J. Blaclweli, C. Thompson, D. Jordan, G. Bierie, R. Strakis.
pton, J. Jackson, V. Rat-
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Phi Delta Theta
DRIFT PAGEANT
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Our Most Eligible Bacheli
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n
Standing room only!
I
FIRST ROW: G. Toothman, J. Schmid, P. Shirley, Mrs. PaHen, J. Kingsbury, P. Zirkle, D. Brown, J. Wymer. SECOND RO\S :
L. Nichols, R. Phelps, C. Gribbon, B. Swallow, D. Kriti, D. Kauffman, D. Darling, D. Klepinger, L. Moor, D. Moor, S. BuHerbaugh.
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Alpha Kappa of
in Utes, Sphinx, Blue Key, "Drift," "Colle-
gian," and Loyalty Legion. Two fronn the
chapter were elected to class offices and
one was selected to "Who's Who in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities."
FIRST ROW: F. Wilson, J. Kelly, Mrs. Corbet+, J. Sales, B. Pflumm, D. Hornberger. SECOND ROW: T. Bever, J. Zinkan, B. Funic, D. Gallagher, R. Szumski,
P. Scherrer, P. Pehrson, J. O'Conner, R. Mendei. NOT PICTURED: T. Kawsiewicz, P. Kot, B. Deeg, J. Sheridan, H. Moroiowski.
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Phi Kappa Theta
Our controversial house decoraflons.
Coffee from Santa.
FIRST ROW: C. Ksieiopolsici, R. Kalinowskl, B. Mullins, P. Vollt. SECOND ROW: F. Grannon, L. Braun, D. McCarthy, D. Poeti.
NOT PICTURED: P. Bath, P. Stocton.
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Indiana Gamma of
eta Phi started the year by winning
the Air Angel elections, and another PI Phi
was elected to the Air Angel Court. Sec-
ond place in the Homeconning float con-
test and first place In Geneva Stunts were
also won by the chapter. PI Phis were rep-
resented In YWCA, AWS, WRA, Pan-Hel,
Student Council, Spurs, Chimes, Mortar
Board, Drift, Color Guard, and on the
cheerleading squad.
Dances of the year were the Christmas
Dance, the pledge dance, and the Mon-
mouth Duo, which was co-sponsored with
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
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Entertainment or Burlesque?" Popular Homecoming pastime.
FIRST ROW: K. Horn, S. Tempiln, S. Cain, C. Forsyth, C. Housefleld, M. Parke, A. Shulthels. D. Mann. SECOND ROW: J. Abraham, S. Bassett, N. Bush,
S. Holden, B. Voss, V. Foreman, J. Bergan, S. Ford, C. Stittle, J. Heeb, M. Harding. THIRD ROW: J. Hanson, M. Hackemeyer, S. Petty, S. Cory, P. Crooke,
L. Crockett, S. Harrer, C. Crosstreet, J. Graver.
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Pi Beta Phi
Song practice for a pin serenade.
Cannpalgning paid off in this election.
FIRST ROW: J. Rosenberry, J. K!tt, A, Shumacher, S. Hudgins, G. Herring, T. Ferris, P. Cavosle. SECOND ROW: L Shaw,
S. Tucker, G. Kleffer, J, Pope, S. NIcewander, J. Gray, J. Gregory. THIRD ROW: E. Porteus, K. Blair, P. DIstlehorst. S. Todd,
S. Armstrong, B. Briggs.
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Rho of
The Sigs started off the year with their
first annual Derby Day in which campus
coeds competed for trophies in various con-
tests. The Sigs also won the intramural foot-
ball championship but lost to the "Frater-
nity All Stars." Sigs were represented in
Utes, Sphinx, Blue Key, Kappa Mu Epsilon,
and Student Council.
Four major dances were held during the
year. The Cross and Shield Ball was a fall
event and. was co-sponsored with Phi Delta
Theta. The Sweetheart Dance, the hioodlum
hlop, and the Spring Formal were other
chapter dances.
"Come on youse guys! Our firsf Derby Day feafures pie throwing.
FIRST ROW: D. Ham, B
T. Walwick, Mrs. Hoffmj
Leffler. D. Cass, J. Hunfe
Axom, S. Russell, S. Stegman. J. Stark, P. Wray, J. Hubbard, E. O'Banion. SECOND ROW: A. Gorman, T. Green, P. Veis,
n, D. Roberts, J. Butler, J. Broberg. THIRD ROW: D. Caudlll, H. Waites, D. Hildreth, B. Healy, T. Engeman, R. Cutter, M.
•. D. Davidson, D. Hall, A. Stevens.
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Sigma Chi
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Campus Hula-Hoopers compete.
Best watermelon throwers at Butle
B'T^emTD^^^''''f M ^" ^,'T'"' \ ^""^'t' ^^^ y^"^' ^^ ^^*^''"^' ^- ^^'^'- SECOND ROW: D. Halst. R. Car
R fh^T r ^ * m'
"- Helms J Carpenter, D. Burnslde, J. Camp. THIRD ROW: P. Basham, D. Webster, L. NiksK. Ebert, G. Smart, M. Smith, T. Burkhart. ^''>i=r.
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The men from Sigma Nu are anxiously
awaiting plans for a new chapter house
which will be completed next fall and will
be situated across from the Pi Beta Phi
house. Two Sigma Nus held class offices,
one was freshman president and one was
Epsilon Mu of
junior president.
The chapter sponsored the annual Christ-
mas hlouse Decorations contest during the
holiday season. Dances of the year included
the White Rose Dance, the pledge dance,
and the Spring Formal.
^g^f^ ''"\%?3
"Nice view of the Pi Phi house." Limousine service for White Rose Dance.
FIRST ROW: H. Crull, J. Rupp, B. Niemeyer. K. Stewart, Mrs. Davis. D. Kettler, J. Lockwood, L. Blair, F. Keuthan. SECOND ROW: D. DaviSon, D.
Godlng, E. Georqe, D. Snyder, D. Dennis, R. Topper, J. SUnner, J. Bailey, M. Seltz, R. Roqen, D. Haslam, B. McLln. NOT PICTURED: B. Magnuson,
K. Spraetz B. White D. Miller, J. Heath, J. James, D. Harvey, J. Eisendrath, A. Keckler. B. Perry, C. Cheesborough, D. Ham, J. HIme, R. Tate, E. HInes.
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Sigma Nu
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"Yes, I've got a light sir.'
"What does Ellen have that I haven't got? "
n ^vMHCla^:'
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Browsing through the scrapbook.
"What's the name of this game?"
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Tau Kappa Epsilon had a very active
year in sports, both intramural and varsity.
Four were on the varsity football team, and
four were varsity cagers. One from the
chapter was selected to Who's Who in
Gamma Psi of
American Colleges and Universities.
Trophies brought to the Teke house were
the Pan-Hel King trophy and the Valentine
King trophy. One Teke was elected to the
office of sophomore vice president.
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'I don't think I'll go to Terre Haute tonight." 'You've heard it, now you see it.'
FIRST ROW: L. Ramey, M. Weger, E. McCauley, D. Mount, Mrs. Lipp, T. Freeman, S. Chill, D. Strat+on, J. Mclntyre. SECOND ROW: P. White,
C. Cassady, D. Fulaytar, R. Watson, K. Pennington, E. Engle, J. Moses, D. Krieve, H. Mills, B. Clark.
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
'Pitch It to me, Big Bopper
'Let's serenade the Alpha Chis with a few more
hillbilly songs."
I
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FIRST ROW: G. Green, R. Zendre, W. Gensen, J. Hadfleld, Mrs. Lipp. R. Galoslch, J. Hunt, D. Green, D. Ma
ROW: E. Zinic, L. Fat+ore, D. Kodilcer, J. Higgins, J. Weber, B. Thomas, L. Miller, H. Irby, J. Hibbs.
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Butler Chapter of
Trianon, the only non-Greek sorority on
campus, joined in all major activities
throughout the year. They were active in
Spurs, Chimes, Mortar Board, Religious
Council, AWS, WRA, and YWCA. They
held positions in Student Council, Delta
Psi Kappa, and on the Drift. They were
represented in Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities.
Other functions included a Christmas
party, a pledge party, and the annual
Spring Formal.
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Homeward bound. Sleeping Beauty.
FIRST ROW: L. Logston, M. Scharfe, V. Easterly, Mrs. Means, C. Cunningham, B. Cantrell. R. Miller. SECOND ROW: P. Sanford, D. Penn, L Kip-
linger, L. Zegafuse, J. Woddell, B. Schilling, L. Peters, A. Argylean, B. Stuckman.
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Trianon
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The phanfom strikes again.
"Boy, is this a long assignment." T
FIRST ROW: S. Van Sumple, P. Thomas, J. Woddell, J. Moran. SECOND ROW: C. Gar+leman, J. Hans, K. Finnegan, S. Ritfer,
J. George, M. Blough.
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Women s Residence Hall
The Women's Residence Hall had the best year
in its history, participating in almost every major
campus activity. During Homecoming a special
award was given to the dorm for displaying out-
standing school spirit. The Homecoming Queen was
a resident of the dorm. The minor acts trophy from
Geneva Stunts was also won by WRH.
Women from the dorm were In Mortar Board,
Chimes, Spurs, Alpha Lambda Delta, Color Guard,
and on The Collegian. One was selected for Who's
Who In American Colleges and Universities.
r ir ^
3rd FLOOR-WEST
FIRST ROW: S. Carmdcic, J. Brunst, P. Andrews, J. Puclcett, M. Bailey, C. King, S. Stahll. SECOND ROW: D. Whi+aker, J. Borgis, A. Hatfield, S. Bllsh,
J. Williams, M. Lustik, E. Little, S. Bowman.
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FIRST ROW: J. Renner, C. Ludwick, A. Spangenberg, P. Morrow, R. Mitchell, N. Allen, J. Zolman. SECOND ROW: J. Gray,
O. Raekes, J. Brown, J. Coole, J. Hayes, C. Kerns, M. Hale, N. Orewller, C. Graft. THIRD ROW: L Leone, J. Wirth,
D. Walker, M. Thonnpson, J. Harding, I. Bourk, A. Schuster, B. Bollus.
2nd FLOOR-WEST
FIRST ROW: J. Beck, S. HIatt, P. Merritt, S. Walty, C. Tschanti, G. Allard, E. Rapp. SECOND ROW: W. Bowen, D. Bush. J. Boulet+e. S. Kelly,
P. Maguire, S. Johnson, S. Malaska. THIRD ROW: R. Hurst. M. Seeb, S. Sims, J. Meserve, M. Hammersley, S. Howard.
MIUf-A-'i
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FIRST ROW: J. Swllt, S. Dunbar, D. Rawls, Miss Harton, C. Clark, P. McMillan, S. Winger. SECOND ROW: B. Murray,
M. Degraaf, J. Prentiss, P. Fowler, A. Sarley, C. Horner. THIRD ROW: C. Ellis, A. Meiselbar, D. Ric>iardson, M. King,
P. Miles, C. Boling.
1st FLOOR-WEST
FIRST ROW: B. Obernauf, R. Moody, P. Courtright, C. Ice, T. Davis, S. Reed, J. Trotter. SECOND ROW: M. Smitherman, E. Bever, J. Skaggs, P. Wells,
P. Himsel, D. Ross, P. Luikel, M. Hibbs, I. Hudo. THIRD ROW: S. DeLucenay, C. Barkow, A. Shadwisch, J. Joseph, J. Brooks, A. Norman, M. Foster,
J. Donelson.
:M^?MMM&lf-
WRH OFFICERS: Elaine Bever, chaplain; Alicia Norman, secretary; Betty Murray, vice-president; TonI Davis, president; Sue Winger, historian;
Carol Ice, treasurer.
Dorm girls relax in the lounge Entertaining in the WRH lobby.
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Mortar Board Sponsors
First Activities Fair
L
Ruth Anne Clark
President Ruth Anne Clark
Vice-president Donna Potter
Secretary Margaret Parke
Treasurer Marcia Garlich
Scarlet Quill Chapter of Mortar
Board, national senior women's honor-
ary, topped off its year of events with
Butler's first Activities Fair in Ather-
ton Center. It is planned as an annual
affair. Mortar Board also joined with
Blue Key to sponsor annual hHonne-
coming festivities. Assisting with
many campus events and proctoring
exams are among other services ren-
dered by these senior women.
Qualifications for membership in
the organization are scholarship, serv-
ice, and leadership. The chapter has
set its grade requirements at a 2.9
accumulative. New members are tra-
ditionally tapped during Spring Sing
intermission. Guiding Mortar Board
and its activities this year were Mrs.
M. O. Ross, Miss Wilma Wohler, and
Dr. Emma Lou Thornbrough. This
marks the third year for Mortar Board
on Butler's campus.
Margaret Parke Marcia Garlich
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Barbara Cantrell Majorie George
Majorle George acts out our sicit during the Activities Fail
Shirlee Smith
Blue Key Has Active Year
Jack Sales
Jim Stainbrook John Berry Ted Walwik
IFloyd Wilson Dave McCormrck
President Tom Wllley
Secretary Jim Steinmeier
Treasurer Ron Davis
Blue Key, which this year completed its thirty-fourth year
on Butler's Campus, is a national senior men's honorary
organization. Blue Key men combine their talents with Mortar
Board to co-sponsor Homecoming activities each year.
A Blue Key scholarship is awarded each year to a deserv-
ing junior man. Qualifications for the grant are an accumu-
lative grade average of at least 2.5 and an outstanding
record of extracurricular activities.
In order to be eligible for membership in the chapter,
students must have a senior standing, a minimum grade aver-
age of 2.5, and have a record of participation and leader-
ship in numerous campus activities.
MWe Leffler Dale Meyer Vyron Klassen Howell Uoyd
Siii§i,>?fe^':^^-'ii'il-5^^^yi.;a«bi%i
Chilines
President ..'.. Nancy Bush
Vice-president Marilyn Myers
Treasurer Jean Ann Bowers
Editor-in-chief Sarah hlopping
Advisor Miss Marilyn hiarton
The members of Chimes, junior women's honorary
organization, are distinguished by the brown skirts,
white blouses, and gold neck scarves In which they
appear each Monday. In order to be eligible for
membership in the organization, a Butler woman
must be a junior, have an accumulative average of
2.75 or better, and a record of leadership and par-
ticipation in campus activities.
The purpose of Chimes is to serve the University
and its students. Members took charge of ringing
the bells of Jordan Hall to announce the beginning
of Homecoming. They also sponsor the annual tug-
of-war for freshman and sophomore women and
help plan the annual Homecoming-eve pep rally.
Other activities Include selling baked goods and
mums to earn money for their projects.
FIRST RO,V: Sandy Temp, n, ,'7larilyn Myers, Nancy Bush, Jean Ann Bowers. Sarah Hopping, Cirol Fldler. SECOND ROW: Janet Graver, Lois Hov
Linda Ledgerwood, Carolyn Daniels, Judy WInslow, Claire Stittle, Sandy Pennock.
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FIRST ROW: Elmer Edwards, Tomas Arias, Darrell Bratton, Keith Shields, Dave Lich+enauer, Bob Schrenker, John S+arlt. SECOND ROW: Joe Cork,
Bob Collins, Bill Healey, Jim Ringer, Bob S+ryzinski, Dave Flowers.
Sphimx
President John Stark
Vice-president Joe Cork
Secretary Frank Hoppensteadt
Treasurer Dave Flowers
Sphinx Club again sponsored a highly successful
football banquet in honor of a highly successful
gridiron team. In addition to this annual event.
Sphinx Club, the junior men's honorary, was in
charge of several other campus-wide activities
among which are the pep session and greased pole
fight during Homecoming. All the activities were
well received on the Butler campus. Sphinx Club is
open to junior men who have maintained a grade
point average of 2.5 or above. Men are a:So
selected through interview on the basis of activities
and scholarship.
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FIRST ROW: Kaye Allison. Nancy Redding, Be+h Sciortmo, Barbara Voss, Vicki Foreman, Sandy Stewarf, Nancy Falrburn, Sue Winger. SECOND ROW:
Charlene Boyle, Judy A. Wood, Miriam Scharfe, Sally Spencer, Judy K. Wood, Deirdre Porter, Judy Riley, Becky Ulery, Jackie Myers. THIRD ROW:
Ann Ardulan, LaDonna Smith, Wendy Palino, Francis Russell, Bonnie Harrison, Sail Raymond, Carol Fidler, Pat Fitzgerald, Marilyn McKee, Barbara
Canatsey, Meme Melick, Jane Dongus.
Spurs
President Judy Kay Wood
Vice-president Francis Russell
Secretary Kay Dale
Treasurer Karen Flater
Sponsor Miss Hazel Hart
Spurs, the national sophomore women's honorary,
is active in many projects on Butler's campus. Activ-
ities include selling mums at Homecoming, and in
cooperation with Utes, planning the bonfire and
pep rally and decorating the Homecoming queen
platform at the game. Others are serving for the
basketball banquet, sponsoring the annual "Path of
Pennies" to clothe a child, and ushering for several
debate tournaments.
To be eligible for Spurs, the sophomore woman
must have a 2.5 accumulative average and partici-
pate in a designated number of activities. New
members are tapped each year at Spring Sing.
Judy Anne Wood served as editor this year, Miriam
Scharfe was historian, and Carol Fidler acted as
junior advisor. Marcia Miller represented the local
chapter at the national convention at Greeley,
Colorado.
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Utes
President Ken Rogers
Vice-president Tom Schaffer
Secretary Cary Blair
Treasurer Ed Voorhis
Sponsor Dr. Robert Gilpin
Activities of Utes, the sophonnore men's honorary,
are many and varied. Annual projects in which the
men are busy are planning and decorating for the
Homecoming game, the bonfire, and pep rally. The
group also sponsors the annual basketball banquet
and sells green beanies to incoming freshmen.
Requirements for membership in Utes are an
above average grade record and participation in
a stated number of campus activities. Purpose of
the gqoup is to encourage scholarship, loyalty, inter-
est, and leadership in sophomore men. This year
the men wore their new Utes caps each Friday.
FIRST ROW: Tom Harmon, Jack Small, Dave Gilliom, Mike Hardin. SECOND ROW: Chuck Leonard, Ed Voorhis, Dr. Robert Gilpin. Tom Schaffer.
Cary Blair, Perry Stakes. THIRD ROW: Herb Wright, Jack Evans, Larry Moore, Ron Mayhill, Duane Foster, Dave Graf, Bill Strafford, Sam Stegman.
John Drake, Chuck Thompson.
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FIRST ROW; Sarah Hopping, Barbai
Kee, Lois Hovey, M'S. Brunson, Ml;
Delp. Dottie Jacobs. Sheila Lindsay, Marge Behrm
Renfrew, Carol Fidler, Jean Ann Bowers, Barbar
n. Patsy Townsend, Betty Murray. SECOND ROW: Marilyn Mc-
Schillinq.
Association of Women Students
President Sheila Lindsay
Vice-president Carol Fidler
Secretary Patsy Townsend
Treasurer Marge Behrman
Advisors Mrs. Brunson, Miss Renfrew
The Association of Women Students is the gov-
erning body of Butler University wonrien students.
AWS sponsors the annual Nickel hlop each May
honoring graduating senior nnembers, and publishes
"Coed Codes," a booklet of campus regulations
and organizations which serves as a guide to fresh-
man women.
A trophy is presented to the organization whose
attendance at monthly mass meetings throughout
the school year has been the greatest. AWS is
presently earning money with several projects to
buy lounge furniture for the proposed library.
Nearly all undergraduate women are members of
the Association.
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Phi Delta Chi
President Joe Allegretti
Vice-president Bob Childress
Secretary James Ronchi
Treasurer James Fattore
Advisor Dr. Dale Doerr
Alpha Phi chapter of Phi Delta Chi held
its first initiation on Butler's campus in 1956
and this year claims 26 active members
and 10 pledges. The professional pharma-
ceutical fraternity has many activities in
and around the Pharmacy Building. Among
those are making displays, providing and
decorating the annual Christmas tree, pro-
viding pharmacy pictures for the building's
walls, and selling pharmaceutical jewelry.
The president, vice-president and treas-
urer of the student branch of the American
Pharmaceutical Association are members
of the fraternity. Other officers of the chap-
ter are William Skinner, correspondent;
Richard Albano, prelate; Walter Stocksla-
ger, master-at-arms; and Norman Novak,
inner guard.
Kappa Psi
President Ted Kawszewicz
Vice-president John Watt
Secretary William Knopp
Treasurer Larry hierman
Advisor Dr. John Martin
Kappa Psi is composed of students in the
College of Pharmacy who have an average
of 2.0. The purpose of the organization Is
to promote the profession of pharmacy and
to provide an opportunity for fellowship
and association of students with practicing
pharmacists.
The group presents an annual scholarship
award and sponsors projects and social
functions throughout the school year.
FIRST ROW: William Skinner, James Ronchi, Robert Childress, Joseph Allegrett;. James Fatiore
Richard Albano, Walter Stockslager. SECOND ROW: James Hibbs. Mr. Dale Doerr Thomaj
Clark, Werner Seidler, Roger Oertel, George Mitchell. THIRD ROW: Ray Koers. Jerry Collins.
Ronald Willijms, George Breese, Phillip Preston. FOURTH ROW: Damon Rife, Loutfi Bitar'
Vance Lopp, Tom Schaffer, NOT PICTURED: George Drescher, Jay Gibbs, Glen Kesler. Richard
Massini, Norman Novak, William Schaffer, Ronald Sendre, William Shaw.
FIRST ROW: Jim Vlskocil, Len Skuta Larry Herman, Bill Knopp, Chuck Skaags .-, . ;-;-;-. i5CC\: ^C .. - £-
Marmalad, Gary LighHoot, Howard Krakoviti, Dean Vest, Tomas Arias. Go'rooT '-^arsy. Tn.RD .\Ov\ : Joh- 7-cmas
William Reed, Dr. Martin, Ken Rlffer, Dr. Harwood, Carl Meyer, John Watt. NOT PICTURED: Walt Hap, Ted
Kawszewicz, Dave Dodge, Robert Funk, Charles Bagley, Donald Nickel. Dr. Parke. Dr. Lucas.
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FIRST ROW; P. Shulti, B. Shook, M. Engs+rom, H. Webb, J. Wagoner, B. Sdortlno, K. Norbury, S. Mliler, G. Sims, J. A. Wood, N. Falrburn, V. Grave.
SECOND ROW: K. Hater, E. Powers, B. Jester, B. Copeland, E. Allen, L. Dick, M. Hurt, S. Beaty, D. Lawson, C. Housefield, J. Graver, P. Dobbins.
THIRD ROW: J. Elsamen, G. Hayes, S. Winger, N. Redding, J. Davis, M. Hall, S. Hopping, C. Souders, B. Ulery, N. Defibaugh, J. Mabe, B. Newkirk, L
Spencer, M. Burnett. FOURTH ROW: G. Leslie, P. Fov/ler, J. LIndahl, S. Thompson, M. SIrmIn, S. Welmer, S. Swenson, J. Alspack, M. Phillips, P.
Thomas, J. Fistahler, S. Mefford.
Student National Education Association
' m^:
FIRST ROW: C. Sprecher, G. Lofquist, P. Thomas, C. Forsyth, P. McMillan, B. Bailey.
SECOND ROW: D. Richardson, J. Riley, J. Hart, P. Townsend. THIRD ROW: J.
LIndahl, A. Shultheis, N. Orev,iler.
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President Donna Richardson
Vice-president Donna Potter
Secretary Margaret Parke
Treasurer Lois Hovey
Sponsor Miss Hazel Hart
The Student National Education Associ-
ation meets monthly and is designed for
all students who are interested In educa-
tion. The theme for the year was "Serving
the Children of Our Community."
The group's program for 1958-59 in-
cluded assisting at the Indiana State Teach-
ers' Convention in the fall and entertain-
ing school children at Christmas. Dr. Paul
Johnson, assistant superintendent in charge
of supervision and curriculum in the public
schools, and Miss Agnes Mahoney, prin-
cipal of School Nine, were among the
educational leaders who addressed the
members during the year. A skit and a
panel discussion consisting of teachers and
student teachers was also in the program.
Lois Hovey, a member of the Butler group,
was elected recording secretary of the
state organization.
Other officers of the Butler chapter were
Pat Fritzgerald, reporter-historian; Sarah
Hopping, membership chairman; and
Gretchen Leslie, financial chairman. Miss
Hazel C. Hart and Dr. William Davenport
sponsored the organization.
Kappa Beta
President Martha hlammersly
Vice-president Elaine Bever
Secretary Sue Winger
Treasurer Connie Wright
Advisor Mrs. Constance Zimlich
Kappa Beta is the women's organization
of the Disciples' Church on Butler's cam-
pus. Members of this national group have
many worthwhile projects to aid in the
operation of hospitals and help the under-
privileged children at Christmas.
Arnold Air
Society
Commanding officer James Bohn
Arnold Air Society is an organization for
advanced AFROTC cadets who meet the
three main requirements of scholarship, in-
terest, and participation in ROTC extra-
curricular activities.
The Jerome Tartar Squadron is designed
to promote espirit de corps among the ad-
vanced cadets. Some of the functions of
the group are planning the annual Mili-
tary Ball and Inviting cadets In the basic
corps to informal smokers to create Interest
in advanced AFROTC.
"Tiger Week, " involving strict military
discipline on the part of the pledges, is
now another annual affair.
FIRST ROW: Beth Sclortino, Sue Beasley, Elaine Sever. SECOND ROW: Connie Wright.
Martha Hammersly, Shirley Sims, Carol Ice, Mrs. ZImllch. THIRD ROW: Janet Donalson, Jean
Kehling, Nancy Redding, Sue Winger, Donna Ross, Marcia Lunstord, Sally Spencer, Marcia
Foster, Alicia Norman, Pat Crook.
FIRST ROW: Robert Lamb, Jim Steinmeier, James Bohn, Dale Meyer. Ron Davis. Jim Stain-
brook. SECOND ROW: John Stark, Friti Leucht, Dave McCormick, Jack Lynn, Ronald Dodd,
Earl Betts.
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Women s Recreation Association
FIRST ROW: Claire Stiftle, Gall Ray-nond. Judy Enyart, Shirlee Sn
ROW: Miss Hamilton, Miss Drlnlcwater. Nan Nichols, Jean Ann So*
ROW: Miriam Scharfe, Barb Schilling, Nancy Deflbaugh, Carol Ice
man, Marsha Foster, Charlene Everett, Marilyn Myers.
,
Beth Sciortlno. SECOND
rs, Penny Spencer. THIRD
Wanda Palino, Jean Elsa-
Advisory Board
Presidenf Jean Ann Bowers
Vice-president Nan Nichols
Corresponding secretary
Carol Housefield
Recording secretary. . Penny Spencer
Treasurer Sandy Tennplin
Advisor Miss Drinkwater
The Advisory Board of the Wom-
en's Recreational Association directs
the activities of the organization,
which is open to all students. Some
of the activities which WRA spon-
sors are the annual Halloween Pump-
kin Prance, the WRA Banquet in
May, the Crossroads Queen Contest,
and the women's intramural sports
program on campus.
Awards are presented to groups
and individuals participating In the
intramural program at the annual
banquet. WRA had the honor this
year of collecting the largest contri-
bution toward the Easter Seal Queen
contest among colleges participating.
Sports Council
Chairman Nan Nichols
Advisor Mrs. ZImllch
The Sports Council, a vital part
of the Women's Recreation Associa-
tion, was organized for the purpose
of organizing all women's Intra-
murals. One or more girls represent
each activity on the Council. Mem-
bership also Is open to other women
who are Interested in providing recre-
ation for Butler coeds.
FIRST ROW: Dale Penn. Sally Miller. Penny Sanford, Marcia Miller. SECOND ROW: Mrs.
Zlmllch, Nan Nichols, Jean Ann Bowers, Pat Beeler. THIRD ROW: Leila Peters, Donna Rand,
Carolyn Sprecher Judy K. Wood, Karen Newbold, BeHy Long.
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Theta Sigma Phi
President Nancy Sharp
Vice-president Sharon O'Neill
Secretary Marge Bramlett
Treasurer Peg Blackwell
Sponsor Mr. Alan Marshall
Theta Sigma Phi, professional fraternity for women in
journalism, began the fall semester with several guest
speakers and teas. The Theta Sigs again sponsored their
annual Butler Matrix Table banquet to honor Butler's ac-
tive women. The journalists entered a booth in Mortar
Board's first annual Activities Fair this year in conjunction
with Sigma Delta Chi. It featured a teletype machine and
actual printing forms from the Collegian and the Drift.
Theta Sigma Phi was founded at the University of Wash-
ington at Seattle on April 9, 1909 and the local chapter
was installed in April of 1927.
Sigma Delta Chi
President Floyd Wilson
Vice-president Jack Sales
Secretary Al Sanders
Treasurer Herm Albright
Sponsor Mr. Alan Maishall
Butler's chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, professional jour-
nalistic fraternity and its new advisor Alan Marshall chalked
up two major projects for the second semester. The chap-
ter, along with Theta Sigma Phi, entered a booth in the
Activities Fair complete with a news wire machine.
Senator Stuart W. Symington, Missouri Democrat,
spoke to more than 300 on campus at a conference spon-
sored by SDX and Epsilon Rho, Jordan radio fraternity.
One initiate joined the active ranks during the year.
Keith Shields, a junior, was initiated the second semester.
The journalists published an April Fool's issue of the
Collegian as a fund-raising project.
TOP ROW: N. Sharp, G
Jackson. SECOND ROW: P
Sanford, M. Norris, P. BUct
THIRD ROW: S. O'
Nelll, B. Neidenberg, M
niett.
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Student Union Board
President Marge Behrman
Director Miss Margaret Grimes
Each Butler University student becomes
a membe, of the Student Union at the time
of registration. The Student Union Board,
the governing body for all activities of
Atherton Center, is composed of those
students who have shown outstanding inter-
est in Student Union and campus activities
by working on various committees. Upon
elect'on to the board, each member be-
comes chairman of its committees.
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FIRST ROW: Donna Richardson, Marge Behrman, Miss Grimes, Bonnie Harrison, Alice Appel.
SECOND ROW: T. Lee Hageboeck, Pat Fitigerald, Marilyn McKee, Lois Hovey, Sarah
Hopping.
Religious Council
President Judy Riley
Vice-president Basil Pflumm
Secretary Kaye Allisor>
Treasurer Beth Sciortino
I 10^ '.2/ '\3^ 4.«»/ Sponsor Dr. Robert Andry
i' MiJ /^^^i^^V ^^^^1 "'"^^ ^"^^^ project of the Religious Council
"j ^H^-_^ ^'^ ^^^k- i^-- 1 ^^1^1 ^^'^ year was to acquaint the incoming
£^_ A
,
jJ^^^^^^t ^^fe^H^M^^^'^tV freshmen with the churches In the vicinity
jp^ \ ' , ' / '^^^^^^ll J^^^^IV'/ *fi °^ ^^^ Butler campus. In November, the
_^.^_^ L''^^ Council sponsored Religious Emphasis
.™-,^!V^' '^SSBK, ^k. .^fl^^B^'~^l^^^^^^lM Week. Guest speaker was Reverend Don
^^^^^ hfartsock. Primary accomplishment of the
// ,
I a^^^L group was the reopening of Sweeney
Chapel for student services each Sunday.
Services were begun In March.
The Religious Council consists of two
representatives from each campus organi-
zation, elected to serve one school year.
FIRST ROW: Carol Ice, Elaine Sever, Mary Ellen Hall, Beth Sciortino. SECOND ROW:
Pat Crook, Barbara Ranney, Lynne Spears, Kaye Allison, E. R. Andry. Judy Riley,
Jacquie Myers, Connie Wright, Brenda Eyies. THIRD ROW: Les Blair, Donald Dicks,
John Helme, Dave Gilliom, Mary Kay Handy, Sally Spencer, Linda Kipllnger, Miriam
Scharte, Francis Russell, Mike Hardin, Charles Chesebrough, Dave Harker.
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Student Council
FIRST ROW: Marilyn Myers, Sheila Lindsay, Tom Wllley, Jim Abs+ine, Miriam Scharfe, Jack Sales.
SECOND ROW: Karen Anderson, Nancy Sharp, Kay Dale, Judy A. Wood, Janet Graver. THIRD
ROW: Howell Lloyd, George Co+trell, Chuck Yearger, Norm Jones, Dave Graf, Dr. Thornbrough.
President Tom Willey
1st Vice-president Jack Sales
2nd Vice-president James Abstine
Recording Secretary Sheila Lindsay
Corresponding Secretary
. Miriam Scharfe
Treasurer Vyron Klassen
Student Council is the organization with
the primary duties of regulating and han-
dling all student body elections. Each cam-
pus organization and college in the Uni-
versity is represented as well as the two
dormitories. Representatives are selected
by those groups which they represent. The
council is the governing body and serves
as the "student's voice."
To be eligible for membership on the
council a student must have completed 12
hours of academic work, carry a 2.5 accu-
mulative grade point average, and carry
12 hours at the time elected. Dr. Emma
Lou Thornbrough and Dr. William Shors
again served as advisors to the Council.
Loyalty Legion
President Ron Mayhill
Vice-president Carol Fidler
Secretary Dottie Jacobs
Treasurer Barbara Delp
Advisor Mr. Fred Koehrn
Loyalty Legion had a busy year, roping
off sections at football and basketball
games and keeping non-students from the
cheering block. The members also were
in charge of the hlomecoming Torchlight
parade and helped sponsor the basketball
team's sendoff prior to the National Invi-
tational Tourney. Sandy Ellis was in charge
of the publicity for the group. The group
endeavors t-o promote student school spirit
and enthusiasm by sponsoring pep sessions
and road trips for the Butler athletic teams.
Membership Is open to any student.
FIRST ROW: Judy Irvine, Judy Penn
Janet Wagoner. SECOND ROW: C
Marilyn Myers, Bonnie Harrison, Shan
Deirdre Porter, Dottie Jacobs, Ron Mayhi
Blair. FOURTH ROW: Jack Sales, Rich Kal
Kay Ax, Becky Ulrey, Jo Ann Savino, Jo Ann Gregory,
Renz, Charlene Everett, Ellen Eichhorn. Connie Barkow,
Dunbar. THIRD ROW: Judy Winiernheimer. Lois Hovey,
Carol Fidler. Barbara Delp, Sue Armstrong. Kafny
wski, Darrell Bratton, Dick Fisher, Dave Ket+ler, Bob
NIemeyer, Howard Shearon, Seth Lewis,
Fine, Lynn Davenport, Pete Pehrson.
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Mike Sullivan, Phil Maas, John Ross. Bob Parsons, Don
Sigma Tau Delta
President Lucia Walton
Vice-president Cynthia White
Secretary-Treasurer Barbara Cantrell
Advisor Dr. Cary Graham
Sigma Tau Delta, the national profes-
sional English fraternity, is open to English
majors and minors with an accumulative
average of 3.0, and to upperclassmen main-
taining a similar record who have taken six
hours of English beyond the freshman re-
quirement and show continued interest in
literature and writing.
Cynthia White, Lucia Walton, Barbara Cantrell, Dr. Graham.
Delta Psi Kappa
President Patricia Beeler
Vice-president Leila Peters
Secretary Dale Penn
Treasurer Carol Ice
Chaplain Jean Ann Bowers
Delta Psi Kappa, national physical educa-
tion sorority, under the guidance of Mrs.
Zimlich, faculty sponsor, endeavors to pro-
mote a better understanding of physical
education, health, and recreation programs.
Qualifications for membership are a 2.5
grade point average, good moral and ethi-
cal standards, and 32 hours of academic
work completed. Students also must be a
physical education major.
FIRST ROV/: Carol Ice. Pat
Zimlich, Dale Penn.
eler. Leila Peters. SECOND ROW: Jean Ann Bowers, Mrs.
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Welwyn Club
FIRST ROW: Betty Geise, Virginia Breedlove, Charlene Boyle, Kay Bales. SECOND ROW:
Linda Woodward, Betty Copeland, Jean Wolfe, Diane Bush, Hilda Ellis. Carol Koelling, Nancy
Davis, Janith Masterynanni, Sharon Grubb, Janet Wagoner, Marilyn Rice.
President Virginia Breedlove
Vice-president Judy Bergen
Secretary Charlene Boyle
Treasurer Benita Newkirk
Advisor Mrs. Sara Porter
Welwyn Honne Economics Club is for
Home Economic majors and minors, and
girls interested in Home Economics. Meet-
ings are held the second Monday of each
month.
The program this year included a field
trip to Wonder Bread Bakery, a demonstra-
tion on Christmas gift v/rapping, a talk by
Miss Beth Peterson of the DuPont Com-
pany, ideas for party refreshments, spring
and summer flower arrangements, and the
Senior Tea. The club sponsored a spring
style show and reception for girls, parents.
faculty, and friends. They also helped with
the Home Economics High School Career
Day. The club earned extra money by
preparing luncheons for High School Music
Contest judges.
C'Club
President Chuck Leonard
Vice-president Martin Angel!
Secretary Judy Riley
Treasurer Paul Elbert
C-Club is a local honorary organization
for those students who spend fifteen or
more hours a week in the university Campus
Club. Activities of the group include bridge
playing, class cutting, idle chatter, and
coffee sipping.
FIRST ROW: Tom Strain, Lloyd Howe. Martin Angell, Paul Elbert. SECOND ROW; Chuck
Leonard, Bob Collins. Bill Bromley, Judy Riley, Meredith Carter, Chris Lucas, Ken Waggener.
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Kappa Mu Epsilon
President Vyron Klassen
Vice-president Carol Cunningham
Secretary Bob Gasper
Treasurer .' . .Frank Hoppensteadt
Advisor Dr. Harry Crull
Kappa Mu Epsilon, national honorary
mathematics society, provides recognition
of outstanding achievements in mathe-
matics at the undergraduate level. In order
to be eligible for membership students
must have one year of freshman math with
a better than average achievement.
The organization strives to stimulate an
interest in mathematics, help the student
realize the importance of the field, and
provide fellowship among those interested
in the subject. A banquet and the hosting
of guest speakers were the highlights of
the activities for the year.
FIRST ROW: Dave Bates, Bob Gasper, Carole ScoH, Ruth Ann Clarlt, Mrs. Beale, Carol Cunningham,
Miss Cimelus, Jim Privett, Mr. Graf, George Miller, Dave Franklin. SECOND ROW: Lloyd Hov/e,
Vuryl Klassen, Gordon Saerey, W. Dale Meyer, Frank Hoppensteadt, Don Wartman, Vyron Klassen,
Dr. Crull, Mr. Stark, Dick Bennett.
Alpha Lambda Delta
President Sue Winger
Vice-president Bonnie hiarrlson
Secretary Charlene Boyle
Treasurer Jan Meikle
Advisor Miss Nancy Moore
Alpha Lambda Delta recognizes past
achievement and encourages continued
scholastic excellence among Its members
and the student body as a whole. Member-
ship in the organization, a national scho-
lastic honorary, is awarded to those women
who attain an academic average of 3.5
during the first semester or who achieve
an accumulative average of 3.5 by the
end of their freshman year.
FIRST ROW: Charlene Boyle, Sue Winger, Bonnie Harrison. SECOND ROW: Miss Nancy Moore,
advisor, Judy A. Wood, Gail Raymond, Nancy Clark, Marilyn Norris.
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Insurance Society
President Charles Yeager
Vice-president John Berry
Secretary Larry C. Woods
Treasurer E. Wayne Edwards
Advisor Mr. Archie Nichols
The Bufler Insurance Society is connposed
of students interested in insurance and has
discussed at the meetings of the group
topics of general interest along insurance
lines. Trips have included one to the Pru-
dential and Equitable of U. S. Life insurance
companies in Chicago and a two-day meet-
ing with Western Underwriters Association
of Stock Fire Casualty Insurance Society.
Donald Robinson served as chairman of the
program committee.
FIRST ROW: Gary Blair, Larry Wood, Monte Parrlsh, Nick Heiny, Carelton Toole. SECOND
ROW: Don Robinson, Ron Mayhill, John Boss, Gerald Light, Chuck Yeager.
Kappa Delta Pi
President Donna Potter
Treasurer Bob Caulderon
Kappa Delta Pi, the national education
honorary, recorded a very active year. The
organization is a group from the College of
Education which was reactivated several
years ago.
Members of the group must be education
majors or minors and have at least a 2.9
grade point accumulative average for their
stay at Butler.
FIRST ROW: Irene Sreenhaulgh, Kathy WInnefield, Donna Potter. Margaret Parke, Bob Cauld-
eron, Lois Hovey. SECOND ROW: Suzie Crow, Miss Hazel Hart, Sarah Hopping, Judy
Puckett. THIRD ROW: Ruth Jo Rosser. FOURTH ROW: Col. Alex Jamieson, Dean J. Har+t
Walsh, Marjorie George, Dr. Davenport, Mary Alice Taylor, Tom Sells.
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Manuscripts
Editor Lucia Walton
Assistant editor Bonnie Harrison
Manuscripts, better known as MSS, the
student literary publication, Is published
twice a year—December and May. The
magazine contains both fiction and non-
fiction written and edited by students. The
material comes primarily from the freshman
English, advanced composition, creative
writing, and writer's workshop classes, but
any student copy is accepted for consid-
eration.
Representatives from freshman English
classes judge freshman writings while a staff
of upperclassmen consider upperclass con-
tributions.
FIRST ROW: Bonnie Harrison, Lucia Walton, Judy Puckett. SECOND ROW: Paui Stewert,
Dr. Beyer, Karen Prewitt, Marilyn Norris, Dr. Meredith, Kieth Shields.
Blue Book
Co-edltor Penny Spencer
Co-editor Jim Hilton
Blue Book, Butler's student directory
which features ail the interesting informa-
tion about students and faculty, is pub-
lished each year as a YW-YMCA project.
Staff members of this year's edition were
Kay Ax, Barbara Canatsey, Diane Clements,
Linda Crockett, Lou Dick, Jean Elsaman,
Francis Farnum, Karen Flater, Claudette
Frlebe, Anita Glaze, Joanne Gregory, Mar-
cla Hurt, Barbara Jonsson, Judy Kitt, Lois
Life, Alice Knapp, Joan LIndahl, and Susie
Mefford.
Others were Meme Melick, Lynn Per-
sonett, Rosie Rovenstine, Shirlee Smith, Sue
Snyder, Lynne Spears, Sarah Splndler, Car-
olyn Sprecher, Claire Stittle, Sue Thomp-
son, Judy WInslow, Judy WInternhelmer,
Judy A. Wood, and Maresther Wynegar.
SEATED: Jim Hilton. SECOND ROW: Meme Melick, Carolyn Sprecher, Lynn PersoneH. Penny
Spencer.
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FIRST ROW: Sandy Templin, Pat Fitzgerald, Carolyn Sprecher, Judy K. Wood. SECOND ROW: Becky Ulery, Helen Webb Unda Heldelman. Judy
Osterchill, Brook Meeder, Nancy Nitchman, Marge Behrman, Penny Spencer, Barbara Delp. THIRD ROW; Hal Wilkms. Herb Wright, Jim Hilton.
Bonnie Harrison, Bill Healey, Ellen Eichhorn, Marilvn McKee, Jim Ringer, Alice Appel, John Helmes, Carole Scott. Memie Me'Ick. Charles Reichenbach,
Mr. Pihlak.
YMCA-YWCA Council
YM-YWCA Officers
The busiest organizations on campus are
the Young Women's Christian Association
and the Young Men's Christian Association.
Among the many activities sponsored by
the "Y " are Freshman Camp, the Freshman
Mixer at which a most typical freshman
girl and boy are chosen, the Blue Book,
Geneva Stunts, and Spring Sing.
In addition the group awards trophies
to the most outstanding freshman man and
woman, holds religious and information
forums, gives leadership training, promotes
international friendship, and this year spon-
sored the weekly Sweeney Chapel church
services.
FIRST ROW: Judy K. Wood, Herb Wright, Charles Reichenbach, Nancy Nitchman, Marge
Behrman, Penny Spencer, Barbara Delp. SECOND ROW: Mr. Pihlak, Bill Healey, Jim Ringer
Sandy Templin, Alice Appel, Carole Scott, Meme Melick, Hal Wilkins.
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Intercollegiate Debate
Director . .
Co-director.
Dr. Nicholas M. Cripe
. Mr. Kevin E. Kearney
Butler's high-flying speech department
came through their usual tough debate
competition by winning several honors this
year. They began their schedule by winning
first places in the Earlham College and
Ball State tournaments. They gained spe-
cial recognition and a third place trophy
at Notre Dame and won first in the annual
Friendly Five Tourney, consisting of teams
from five Indiana universities.
High point of the season was the debat-
ers' qualification for the first time In history
to compete in the National Debate Tour-
nament In regional eliminations held here.
Teams from 22 Midwestern schools partici-
pated for berths in the national meet.
AH of the members of this year's debate
team won special honors and contributed
in a superior level of debating.
FIRST ROW: Priscllla Thomas, Deirdre Porter, Lana Ruegamer. Ruth Anne Clark, Marcia Miller,
Sam Stegman, Clifford De Wlt+. SECOND ROW: Harold Bate, Seth Lewis, Jim Stillwell. John
Stark, Ted Walwik, Dr. Cripe, Dr. Kearney.
"B" Mens Association
FIRST ROW: C. Oila.-, W. tvliller, M. Leffler, J. Mclntire, J. Kelly, P. Furnish, C. Smith. J.
Moses, K. Avlngtor W. Scott, N. Heiny, K. Spraeti, J. Skirchak. SECOND ROW: D. Flowers,
D. Roberts, R. Hafirer, K. Stewart. R. Long, J. Grissom, J. Ringer, L. Ramey, T. Ehrsam, J.
Petty. THIRD ROW: J. Earrick, E. Engle, W. Stockslager, J. Vlasic, E. O'Banion, K. Pennington,
D. Sturm, S. AbboH, J. Jones, R. Day, J. Douglas, J. Kolllns.
Varsity letter winners compose the "B"
Men s Association. The group strives to
promote a close relationship among Butler
athletes. The organization presents the an-
nual Hilton U. Brown award to a football
and basketball player, sponsors a dance,
presents belt buckles to all graduating sen-
iors, and sells programs at basketball and
football games.
The Hilton U. Brown award goes to the
athlete with the best over-all rating on
these six points: attitude toward team, scho-
lastic standing, playing ability, cooperation
with coaches. Initiative, leadership, and
sportsmanship.
President of this year's Association was
Paul Furnish, senior football veteran.
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Panhellenic Council
FIRST ROW: Meg Alexander, Sue Pribble, Barbara Murphy, Jean Ann Bowers,
Barbara Dolen, Shirlee Smith. SECOND ROW: Cynthia Crosstreet, Martha Darby,
Nancy Defibaugh, Judy K. Wood, Judy Winslow, Barbara Voss, Sarah Hopping,
Kay Dale.
President
, . Lucia Walton
Vice-presdert Jean Ann Bowers
SecreTar/-Tre'3'- j'e' Barbara Murphy
Advisor Dean Elizabeth Durflinger
Panhellenic Council, more commonly
known as Pan-Hel. sets up rules for rush,
distributes rush information, sponsors the
Pan-Hel Dance, and organizes and plans
Greek Week in cooperation with the I.F.C.
The Council was established to aid so-
rorities in rushing and to solve any prob-
lems which might arise- within or between
the social organizations on campus. The
council is composed of the president, and
one delegate from each women's social
organization at Butler.
Interfraternity Council
President Jim Stelnmeier
Vice-president Dave McCormick
Secretary Norm Jones
Treasurer Dave Stratton
Advisor Dean Herbert Schwomeyer
I.F.C, composed of a representative
from each of the Greek fraternities on ^^^^BaT ~ '^^H^^^^^Bl'^ '""'
campus, serves to unite all its member fra-
ternities in working together for their com-
mon advantage and for the good of the
University. ^___™. .
The Council co-sponsored the second l^B^ v^^ \ W •^^^.^^^HHteL.iL ^ ''^ .. _
annual Greek Week and presented a tro- ^^HE
.^^t
*"
l^^^^^^^^^^^^P -m ^ y ; -^ ,
phy to Coach HInkle in conjunction with ^^^^U|^p><» '^' '^^^yl^^^^^^^^l^B '^'^B v' '''I,!' '^3^'
Pan-Hel, and sponsored the Greek All-Star
^^^B^^^sl^iaJ^^v^'^^^^^^^^^^^^k.'C '^^^ . i^^ ,
and Sigma Chi football game following the M^Mp^^maF^«^'''^aM»y^|^^^^
___^j>^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^MB^^
completion of the intramural Its |B^'' ^| ^^m^^^^^K i^^^^^^^^^^^^ ' - ' ^^^^^^^^^^A
members also were busy planning a rush
booklet for next fall FIRST ROW: Dean Schwomeyer, Norm Jones, Guy Tillet, Dave McCormick. SECOND ROW:
Bill Deeg, Ted Walwilc, Dave Stratton, Jim Steinmeier.
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Butler's student newspaper, The Colle-
gia"n, had a bad start this year, but ended
the year with a good rating among most
students. It was the most controversial item
on the campus several weeks of the year.
A new policy of thought-provoking edi-
torials that sometimes poked at tradition,
were instrumental in arousing student inter-
est and resultant letters to the editor.
Editorial Director Norris and Lawson and Grubb.
Copy Edi+or The
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Collegian
Staff members were fHerm Albright, edi-
tor; Floyd Wilson, managing editor; Peg
Blackwell, business manager; Kieth Shields,
city editor; Marilyn Norris, editorial direc-
tor; Barbara Neidenberger, feature editor;
and Genell Jackson, sports editor. Alan
Sanders served as managing editor the sec-
ond semester and Jim Thom was copy edi-
tor. Mr. Alan Marshall, journalism professor,
served as advisor.
1
Managing Editors Sanders and Wilson
Business Manager Blackwell.
^1
£ THE y^^^L'c
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^'
Sports Editor Jackson.
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^^Becky Ulery
COPY EDITOR
1959
The Drift, theoretically published by the junior class, is
one of the most woVthwhile and tinne consuming activities
in which a student can participate. Staff positions are open
to anyone who is interested in recording in book form the
year's activities. Staff members produce the Drift Beauty
and Bachelor Pageant during the first semester, and are busy
selling the books during both registration periods. In order
to insure June delivery a late March deadline is set up by
the staff. For this reason a few spring events are missing
Robert Luker
BUSINESS MANAGER
"^^^m 4,
PETE PEHRSON, GARY BEPLAY, PHOTOGRAPHERS
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Drift
from the annual. The University offers several scholarships
to staff members who are selected each spring.
What could easily be a full time job is forced into the
staff's available moments, which are many times all too
scarce. Production of the book helps to promote a spirit of
cooperation and give the individual staff members a great
feeling of responsibility. The staff paid out nearly $9,000
from funds which they raised selling advertising, section
pages, and copies of the annual.
Ralph Clyburn
CO-EDITOR
T. Lee Hageboeck
HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
Penny Sanford
ART EDITOR
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Alice Appel, Jo Kreigbaum
ACTIVITIES
Peggy Blackwell, Ellen Eichhorn
FACULTY
Barbara Canatsey
JUNIOR-SENIOR
OFFICE HELP: SEATED:
Sue Eister, Mary Kay
Schucit. STANDING:
Virginia Sims, Jo Savino,
Mary Woolrldge, Jan
Moran, Judy V/oddell,
Karen FInnegan. NOT
SHOWN: Judy Horst.
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Gale Parrish, Janet Graver
ORGANIZATIONS
Kaye Allison, Sharon Butler
INDEX
Tom Schaffer. Bob Catron
SPORTS
Lois Hoiey. Sorah Hopping
SALES
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THE CALENDAR SAID SPRING was just
around the corner . . . must have been pretty
far around . . . snowed for first week of spring
. . . grass not visible because of blanket of
snow . . . cold winds . . . finally followed by
warm weather . . . eagerly welcomed . . . sun-
shine . . . balmy breezes . . . spring fever . . .
campus comes out of hibernation . . . shrub-
bery takes on a green tinge . . .
With changing campus . . . chang-
ing activities . . . spring formals . . .
car washings . . . yard work ... all
a part of spring . . . basketballers
continue fine pace . . . highlight
. . . beating Notre Dame twice . . .
celebration . . . still studies . . .
never seem finished . . . hard to
concentrate in spring . . . hlolcomb
Gardens popular . . . practices . . .
routines . . . songs . . . dances . . .
Geneva Stunts rehearsals . . . cam-
pus shows renewed activity . . .
hurrying . . . classes . . . assign-
ments . . . projects . . . open class-
room windows . . . B-ballers con-
tinue knockin' dead . . . win I.C.C.
championship . . . Bonfire . . . cele-
bration . . . cheering . . .
'^?¥^
excitement . . . wins first game . . .
loses to Bradley, N.I.T. runners-up
. . . talents displayed In Geneva
Stunts . . . long hours of rehearsal
pay off . . . awards for active
women on campus at annual Ma-
trix table . . . Drama enthusiasts
see "Flowering Peach" ... another
election . . . less enthusiastic . . .
Triad queens elected . . . lots of
fun . . . more studies . . . hourlles
. . . mid-terms . . . Irish come out
for Dublin Fair . . . WRA Easter
Seal Queen chosen . . . term paper
deadlines near . . . panic . . . spring
vacation finally arrives . . . none
too soon . . . term break seems
so long ago . . . just a breather . . .
still a lot to accomplish . . .
After vacation . . . back to studies . . . back to
the grind . . . time grows short . . . summer
vacation to look forward to ... so much to do
before then . . . more studying . . . cramming
. . . rehearsals again . . . this time for Spring
Sing . . . finals . . . followed by graduation for
seniors . . . final activity of their college
career . . . underclassmen look forward to
another wonderful year at Fairview . . . the
fourth season begins—summer.
first activity . . . Stunts cuts . . .
six major acts and two minor
acts make the grade . . . basket-
bailers win I.C.C. championship
. . . beat Ball State . . . celebra-
tion . . . bonfire ... a welcome
for victorious team . . .
Banquet honors suc-
cessful team... Gov-
ernor Handley is spe-
cial guest . . . spring
not quite here . . .
evidenced by pres-
ence of snow . . .
WRA Easter Seal
Queen Is Kaye Allison
of Delta Gamma . . .
Butler gets N.I.T. bid
. . . team leaves aft-
er pep session . . .
Madison Square Gar-
den bound . . .
1}
-xack
Begora, It's the Dublin Fair
...John Dennos, Kappa Sig-
ma, is chosen Mr. Oonnph
. . . Spring arrives . . . Sun-
day morning services begin
in Sweeney Chapel ... warm
weather sets in . . . Butler
drama department presents
the "Flowering Peach" . . .
Geneva Stunts time . . .
presented by YM-YWCA
. .
. this year at Murat
theatre . . . bigger . . .
larger stage . . . dancing
. .
. singing . . . props . . .
confusion . . . excitement
. . .
Fritz Leucht and Sandy
Templin are Stunts Chair-
men . . . entertaining
diversion . . .
Major Acts: Kappas, Pi
Phis, and Alpha Chis in
women's division . . .
Lannbda Chis, Delts and
Signna Chis in men's com-
petition . . . Women's
Dorm and Tri-Delts in Mi-
nor Act competition . . .
Thetas and Kappa Sigs experiment
with combined act . . . very success-
ful .. . final finale
. . . each act sings
rouser from boxes while judges make
decisions
. . . choice difficult
. . .
7Program emceed by Jim
Abstine and Jim Hilton
. . . card girl Is Singer
Lucas ... PI Phis and
Sigma Chis are winners
in major act division . . .
Women's dorm wins in
minor act judging . . . con-
troversial Collegian edi-
torial . . . students hang
writer In effigy . . .
Wheel, Hub, and Spoke awards pre-
sented to Butler women at Theta Sigma
Phi Matrix Table banquet . . . Wheels:
Shirlee Smith, Dottie Jacobs, Marge
Behrman, Charlotte Forsyth, and Lucia
Walton. hHubs: Sarah hHopping, Lois
hlovey, Jean Ann Bowers, Carolyn
Daniels. Spokes: Barbara Voss, Alice
Appel, Marilyn Norris, and Bonnie
hiarrlson. Special Av/ard goes to Ruth
Anne Clark; Speaker Is Oleda Shrotke.
Charlotte Forsyth, Air Angel reigns at
annual Military Ball.
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Delts have a tryclofron . . . Coeds par-
ticipate . . . ride tricycles . . . sore muscles
. . .
aching legs . . . Tri-Delts win . . . Tekes
were pit crew . . . Tri-Delts have annual
Pansy Breakfast in May . . . for all engaged
women on campus . . .
\t4
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Final event of Spring . . . YM-YWCA Spring
Sing . . . harmonizing . . . voice blending . . .
last year's winners . . . Lambda Chi Alpha
and W.R.hl. . . . long sessions of practice
show results
. . . only thing left to make an-
other year at Butler complete is graduation.
Now thoughts turn to fourth season . . . sum-
mer . . . vacation ... a time to rest for an-
other exciting year at Butler ... or maybe a
brief stint in summer school . . . students pack
up their tons of belongings . . . head home-
ward to wait until next fall.
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FIRST ROW: Carl Sfausenburger Dave Krieve, Don Glesing, James Beyer, Don Fulayter, John Helme. SECOND ROW: Bob Etienne, Jerry Petty, John
Anderson, Bill Etienne, Joe Grissom, John Rouse, Tom Sells. THIRD ROW: Coach Galvin Walker, Tom Capaioli, John Moses, Steve Abbott, John Roy,
Art Jay, Ken Plantz. Jack Berg.
Thinlies Take Two of Four Meets
B. U. OPP. Butler's fhinfies, headed by coach Galvin Walker, suc-
"DePauw 40 34 1/2 combed to +v/o of four starts. Butler enaed fourth in the Big
*Purdue 40 87 1/2 _
, i i , i- 1 1 • -i m x n j
, „ , State tourney behind Indiana University, Notre Uame, and
Ohio State Relays Placed in Mile Relay
tw, 1 L 71 tc Purdue University in that order. In the Indiana Conference
DePauw 56 3/5 50 1/2 the Bulldogs took second place with 54I/2 points with Ball
U. of Cinn 56 5/6 62 2/3 5|gtg capturing first place with 77. As in the Big State Meet,
'^^"°''®'
^'^
^^
Butler finished fourth in the Little State. Wabash was first;
Ind. Central 64 25
„ ,, ^ 1 rs n ,. • 1 1 ,1 n 1 1 x±
.„ Ball State, second; DePauw, third; and the Bulldogs. Letter-
*lndiana State 88 48
n
II
cx J. 51 80 "^®" '^^'® Steve Abbott, Art Jay,
Bill Etienne, Jerry Petty,
Big State Fourth 22 pts. Dick Roberts, and John Rouse. Service Awards went +0 Bernie
*I.C.C. Meet Second 54 1/2 pts. Burk, Tom Capazoli, and Bob Etienne. Freshmen numerals
Little State Fourth 30 1/2 pts. were awarded to Dave Krieve, Don Fulayter, James Beyer,
*Home Meets. Jack Berg, manager.
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FIRST ROW: Bob Hester, Cliff Gribber, Bill Bennett, Don Richardson, Arnold Grays, Don Hutchison, Bob Snoddy, Larry Tootheman. SECOND ROW:
Coach Galvin Walker, Charles Kolble, Jerry Butler, Larry Ramey, Don Wortman, Roger Freundensfein, Roy Watson, Bill Hect.
Material Again Plagues Harriers
Butler's cross-country team, again plagued by a
shortage of runners, was able to compete in only
two meets during the 1958 season. They entered
the Ball State and Indiana Collegiate Conference
meets. Arriving at Ball State with a crew of only
four, the Harriers dropped their first meet. Then
again at the I.C.C. Meet Coach Walker was on the
short end with only a few runners. Fortunateiy the
basketball team donated a few men to fill in the
squad. Although the team finished fifth in the con-
ference, they picked up some valuable points to-
ward the All-Sports Trophy.
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FIRST ROW: Tom Ehrsam, Robert Stryjinski, Dave Flowers, Robert Wolfe. Nick Nardo, Marvin Tudor, Gene Harvey, Rex Athan. SECOND ROW:
Kenny Long, Charles Smith, Jim Price, Egidio Caporale, Nick Helney, Don Hipes, Bill Healey, Dick Haffner, Jim Mailers. THIRD ROW: Leonard
Miller, John Malloy, Trainer Mert Proffit, Mike Leffler, Coach Hinkle, John Moses, Bob Plump, Jim Barrick, Bill Barger.
Butler Nine Wins 9, Loses 9
B. U. Opp
Purdue 8 9
*Evansville 2 4
*Evansville 4 3
Marion 3 2
Valparaiso 1 9
Valparaiso 5 6
•Indiana State 2 9
Indiana State 4
Wabash 4 3
•Anderson 3
St. Joseph's 3 8
St. Joseph's 5 3
Indiana 3 6
Ball State 8 1
Ball State 10 2
Purdue 9 4
DePauw 3 2
DePauv/ 2 1
•Indicates game s played at Butler
Although Hlnkle's men at the plate started
the season by dropping seven of the first 10,
they picked up six of the final seven games.
They finished the season with a 9-9 tally. In
the ICC, Butler finished fourth behind Indiana
State in first followed by Valparaiso and
St. Joseph. Letter winners were Gene hfarvey.
Rex Athan, Jim Mailers, Bob Plump, Don
tHipes, John Moses, Bob Wolfe, Sam Rice,
Charles Smith, and Tom Ehrsam. Service
awards went to Ken Long, Mike Leffler, Dave
Flowers, Bob Stryzinski, Nick hielney, Dick
hiaffner, and Egidio Caporale.
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Linkers
Take First in I.C.C.
Butler's golfers ended their season with an amazing
17-1 record, losing only to Indiana University. Lettermen
were Joe Cork, Denis Harrington, Steve Snyder, and
Ted Guzek. Service awards went to Martin Angell and
Sam Haslam. Joe Cork was medalist with a 146.
Results
B.U. Opp.
West Michigan 9/2 8I/2
Marion College m 11/2
West Michigan 111/2 6I/2
DePauw 14 4
Indiana State 101/2 41/2
Valparaiso 13 2
Evansville 141/2 V2
Wabash 141/2 31/2
Indiana 2 16
Indiana State II 10
Franklin 21
Wabash 16 II
DePauw 151/2 51/2
Ball State 21
Franklin 141/2 1/2
Earlham 131/2 11/2
Valparaiso 121/2 21/2
Ball State 131/2 11/2
I.C.C. First Place
Little State First Place
\^-^
FIRST ROW: Steve Snyder, Martin Angell, Joe Cork. SECOND
ROW: Denis Harrington, Ted Guiek, Coach Jim Hauss.
Butler Tank Team Re-formed
Frank Hoppensteadt, Don Dicks, Guy Tillet, Fred Christie, John Skinner, Karlis Zobs, Ray Kriese.
Butler's first varsity swimming team in over 25 years was
formed this year by advisory coach Jim Clark. The tankmen
competed in the I.C.C. Little State meet at Ball State this
season, and plan to add several other colleges to their
schedule next season. Although not expected to place high
this year in the conference, Clark hopes to earn points
toward the All-Sports Trophy.
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RUNNERS-UP Phi Deits and Lambda Chls. FOOTBALL CHAMPS Sigma Chi plays Greek
Stars.
BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP was won by M.R.H More Students Participate in
This year the Intramural sports program drew much Interest on the j
Butler campus. More than 500 students participated In the extensive
sports program consisting of twelve women's and nine men's sports.
The men's intramurals are under the direction of hHenry E. Johnson,
assistant director of athletics, while the women's program Is headed
by the Women's Recreation Association Sports Council.
TENNIS doubles champs, Mary Phillips and Gail
Raymond.
Intramural Sports Program
Thetas and Alpha Chis dominated the women's sports. The Lambda
Chis scored points in every section of the men's program. Winners of
sports not pictured are: women, tennis singles, Kappa Alpha Theta;
volleyball, WRhl; ping-pong, doubles. Alpha Chi Omega; Softball,
Delta Delta Delta; swimming, Kappa Kappa Gamma. Men, golf. Phi
Delta Theta; volleyball, tie between Sigma Chi and Lambda Chi
Alpha.
KICKBALL winners were, seated, Sharon Lynam, Jo Savino, Judy Herti, standing,
Judy Horst, Shirlee Smith, Brenda Eyies, Pat Fitigerald, Mary Ann Kondrath,
Jean Dryden, of Alpha Chi Omega.
PING PONG singles champ Ann Schu-
maker.
WOMEN'S GOLF champ Judy Horst,
Alpha Chi.

Judy K. Wood Becky Wilson
Cheerleaders
Leading the somewhat disorganized cheer
section at Butler athletic events this year
were Becky Wilson, Judy K. Wood, Judy
Garland, Jim Byrd, Carol Fidler, Jan Ward,
Judy Rosenberry, and Don Richards. Al-
though the eight leaders made some serious
attempts, students again were reluctant to
yell with them. They led yells for all of the
Bulldog's gridiron and cage contests as well
as pep sessions and special events, and
sometimes found themselves cheering alone.
Tony Completes
30th Great Year
Paul Daniel Hinkle, known only as Tony to thou-
sands of Butler students, faculty, alumni, and friends,
completed his 30th year as head coach of the
Bulldogs. A better year could not have been pos-
sible. Tony's gridiron Bulldogs had a tremendous
season, grabbing the Indiana Collegiate Confer-
ence championship. The Butler cagemen, who were
expected by many to have a losing season, went
on despite a bad start to be Hinkle's greatest
team. His baseballers likewise had a bad start, but
snapped back to take fourth place in final I.C.C.
standings.
This season Tony joined the "400 Club." Only
2 other coaches in the nation can claim member-
ship in this exclusive group. The honor was like a
30th anniversary gift to Tony. The veteran coach,
who will be 60 on December 19, began his Butler
career in the spring of 1921 as an assistant to Pat
Page. During his tenure, he has promoted Butler
University across the nation with some of the finest
teams competing in college athletics.
hHinkle has been selected to the Helm's Founda-
tion Basketball Hall of Fame, served as president
of the National Collegiate Basketball Coaches
Association, headed the organization's rules com-
mittee and developed some of the game's most
approved cage systems of play. With only a few
graduating seniors this year, Tony is expected to do
even greater things in next season's competition.
Congratulations and good luck, Tony!
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Thirty-Three Students
Thirty-three students from Butier were named to
the 1958 edition of Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges. To be eligible
for this honor, candidates must be either a junior or
a senior and have participated in a variety of
campus activities.
CANTRELL, BARBARA, Indianapolis
English: Trianon, pledge president, vice p
AWS; YWCA: WRA; Spurs: Chimes: Morta,
Delta: Student Players.
DREYER, KENNETH, Sellersburg
Pharmacy: Phi Kappa Phi: Rho Chi, vice pr<
•esrdent, presi
Board: Sigmc
GARLICH, MARCIA, Jacksonville, II
Psychology. Sociology: Alpha Phi: AWS:
iinois
YWCA:
dent:
1 Tau
secreta
WRH
Beta:
Denis<
Mortar
n Univ
Board: sychology Club, secretary:
irslty.
HART, JUDITH, Indianapolis
Elementary Education: Kappa Alpha Theta. recording secretary:
AWS: YWCA: WRA: SNEA: Spurs: Chimes: Young Republicans;
Kappa Delta Pi: Air Angel Court.
HOPPING, SARAH, Indianapolis
Elementary Education: Alpha Chi Omega: AWS; YWCA; WRA;
SNEA; Junior Prom Queen; Kappa Delta Pi; Hub Award; Junior.
KLASSEN, VYRON, Momence, Illinois
Mathematics; Phi Eta Sigma; Sphinx; Blue Key; Alpha Phi
Omega; Phi Kappa Phi; Student Council, treasurer; Junior class
president.
LLOYD, HOWELL, Lima, Ohio
Geography; Phi Kappa Phi; Sphinx; Blue
Gamma: Orchestra: Symphonic band; Junior
Student Council, vice president.
MEYER, DALE, Indianapolis
Mathematics: Sigma Chi; Utes: Sph
Epsllon; Arnold Air Society.
PARKE, MARGARET, Speedway
Elementary Education: Pi Beta Phi.
AWS; YWCA; WRA; SNEA se
Republicans; Kappa Delta Pi, !
Board, secretary; Coed counselo
Blue Key: Kappa Mu
iponding secretary:
tary; Religious Council; Young
etary; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar
BERRY, JOHN, Indianapolis
Accounting; Blue Key; Society for Advancement of Manage-
ment, president; Accounting Society, president; Insurance Society,
vice president.
BREESE, GEORGE, Dublin
Pharmacy.
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Named to Who^s Who
Those not pictured are Ruth Anne Clark, Mar-
garet Dunn, David Flowers, Patricia Kepling, Eileen
McLaughlin, John Moses, James Ringer, John Stark,
Ted Walwik, Cynthia White, and Marjorle J.
George. Dr. J. hi. Peeling is chairman of the Stu-
dent Awards Committee.
POTTER. DONNA, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi; AWS; YWCA; WRA; SNEA;
Spurs; Chimes; Mortar Board; Kappa Delta Pi.
REICHENBACH, CHARLES, Pendleton
Religion; Kappa Kappa Psi, secretary; Alpha Phi Omega, vice
president, secretary; Eta Sigma Phi, president; YMCA, president;
Ichthus, vice president; Sophomore class president; Junior.
ROSSER, RUTH JO, Indianapolis
Music Education; Phi Kappa Phi; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar Board;
Alpha Lambda Delta; Kappa Delta Pi; Mu Phi Epsilon, vice presi-
dent; SNEA; Orchestra; Jordan Chorale; Choral Union.
SMITH, SHIRLEE, Indianapolis
Botany, Geography; Alpha Chi Omega, rush chairman, presi-
dent; AWS; YWCA; WRA; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar Board; Color
Guard; Blue Gills; Gamma Tau Gamma; Tau Beta Sigma, vice
president, president; Pan-Hel; "Drift" Beauty Queen; Freshman
Rose Queen; Spoke, Hub, Wheel Awards.
STAINBROOK, JAMES, Indianapolis
History and Political Science; Lambda Chi Alpha; Utes; Sphinx;
Blue Key; Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Sigma Phi; Arnold
Air Society.
STEINMEIER, JAMES, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Lambda Chi Alpha, vice president;
Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key, vice president; Kappa Kappa Psi; Tau
Kappa Alpha; IFC, vice president, president; YMCA; Band.
WALTON, LUCIA, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma, scholarsh
Chimes: Mortar Board; Sigma Tau Delta
Lambda Delta, treasurer; Phi Kappa Phi; Pan-Hel, president:
"Drift"; "MSS," editor: Wheel Award.
WILLEY, THOMAS, Indianapolis
History and Political Science; Phi Eta Sigma, vice president;
Sphinx; Blue Key. president; Phi Kappa Phi; Student Council,
president; Homecoming co-chairman.
WILSON, FLOYD, At+ica
Journalism, German; Phi Kappa Theta, secretary; Sphinx; Blue
Key; Sigma Delta Chi, president; Newman Club; "Collegian,"
sports editor, managing editor; Senior class vice president,
WINSLOW, JUDITH, Kokomo
Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma, rush chairman,
president: AWS; YWCA; WRA; SNEA: Spurs; Chimes; Alpha
Lambda Delta; Kappa Delta Pi; "Drift"; "Drift" Beauty Queen
Court; Junior class secretary; Outstanding Freshman Girl; Spoke
Award; Junior.
YEAGER, CHARLES, Indianapolis
Accounting; Phi Delta Theta; Insurance Society, president; Ac-
counting Society, treasurer; Student Council; Society for Advance-
ment of Management.
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halrman; Spurs;
president; Alpha
BATES. JANE, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
BEHRMAN, MARJORIE, Richmond
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, vice
AWS. secretary; YWCA, secretary; WRA; Sophon
secretary: Senior class secretary; Student Union Board.
.ident;
class
iident;
ce president; Loyalty LegiiPan-Hel; Young Republic,
secretary; Wheel Award.
BERRY, ALBERT, Indianapolis
Botany. Zoology; Omega Psi Phi
BITAR, LOUTFI, Jerusalem, Palestine
Pharmacy; Phi Delta Chi; APhA; ISCC.
BONN, JAMES, Indianapolis
History and Political Science; BISA. vice president; Arnold Aii
Society, commander.
BOWEN, WILLIAM, Indianapolis
History; Ichthus; Young Republicans.
BRAMBLEn, MARGUERITE, Indianapolis
Art Education; Theta Sigma Phi. secretary; Chimes, treasurer;
Student Council; AWS; YWCA; WRA; Young Republicans;
University Choir; 1957 "Drift," co-editor.
BREEDLOVE, VIRGINIA, Indianapolis
Secondary Education. Home Economics; SNEA; Welwyn Club,
president.
BROBERG, JAY, San Francisco, California
Psychology; Sigma Chi; Society for Advancement of Manage-
ment; Psychology Club; YMCA.
editor, editor; Sign Delta
ABERSON, TONI, Indianapolis
English.
ALBRIGHT, HERMAN, Indianapolis
Journalism; "Collegian," managing
Chi, treasurer, president.
ALEXANDER, MARGARET, Anderson
Political Science; Kappa Alpha Theta, treasurer, president;
AWS; YWCA. council; WRA; Pan-Hel; SNEA; Geography Club;
MacMurray College.
ALLEGRETTI, JOSEPH, Gary
Pharmacy; Rho Chi; Phi Delta Chi. president; Phi Eta Sigma;
Phi Kappa Phi.
BAILEY, BARBARA, Huntington
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, scholarship chair-
man; AWS; YWCA. council, cabinet; WRA; SNEA; Chimes;
Young Republicans; "Drift"; Spring Sing Co-chairman.
BARGER, RONALD, Zionsville
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336 Seniors Constitute Class of 1 959
BROWN, JOHN, Indianapolis
CARNEY, THOMAS, AHica
COPELAND. ELIZABETH, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; AWS; YWCA; SNEA; Welwyn Club:
Hanover College.
CASTETTER, ROBERT, Indianapolis
Business Administration.
COTTRELL, GEORGE, Poseyville
Industrial Management; Delta Tau Delta; Student Council:
Society for Advancement of Management; Young Democrats.
CUNNINGHAM, CAROL, Indianapolis
Ma+hema+Ics; Trianon, pledge president, treasurer; '"Collegian";
AWS; YWCA; WRA; Spurs; Kappa Mu Epsilon. treasurer; Loy-
alty Legion.
DAVIS, RONALD, Momence, Illinois
Accounting; Delta Tau Delta, treasurer; Utes, vice president;
Sphinx, treasurer; Blue Key, treasurer; Student Council, treasurer;
Accounting Society; Arnold Air Society.
DELP, BARBARA, Indianapolis
English; Delta Delta Delta, pledge trainer; AWS; YWCA-
WRA; Loyalty Legion, treasurer; Young Democrats.
LEFFLER, J. MICHAEL, Indianapolis
Physical Education; Sigma Chi, pledge trainer; YMCA; B-Men's
Association; Sphinx; Blue Key; Varsity basketball; Most Eligible
helor Court.
DODGE, DAVID, Indianapolis
EASTERLY, VIOLET, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Trianon, corresponding secretary, pi
dent; AWS; YWCA: WRA; SNEA; Coed counselor; Ho
coming Queen Court.
ELLIOTT, JOSEPH, Indianapolis
GREENHALGH, IRENE, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Onnega, treasurer; AWS;
YWCA; WRA; SNEA.
HAGEBOECK, T. LEE, Richmond
Pharmacy; Kappa Sigma, secretary, scholarship chairman;
Utes; Young Republicans; YMCA; Student Union Board; "Drift."
photographer.
MARKER, DAVID, Martinsville
Religion, Ichthus Club; YMCA; Eta Sigma Phi; "Collegian";
MRH, president.
HAYES, GERALDINE, Indianapolis
Tt of Management,
HECK, JOHN, Madison
Finance; Society for Adva
HEINY, NICK, Greenwood
Business Administration; Phi Delta Theta, political chairman
HERBERTZ, FRANKLIN, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Newman Club, treasurer.
HERMAN, LAWRENCE, Detroit, Michigan
Pharmacy; Kappa Psi, treasurer; Rho Chi; APhA.
HILTON, JAMES, Salem
Religion; Phi Delta Theta, secretary, rush chairman, pledge
trainer; Band; Loyalty Legion; Kappa Kappa Psi, president;
Religious Council; Ichthus Club; YMCA. cabinet; "Blue Book,"
co-editor.
FATTORE, JAMES, Gary
Pharmacy; Rho Chi; Phi Delta Chi, treasurer; APhA, president.
FERGUSON, CAROL, Seymour
English; Alpha Delta Pi; AWS; YWCA; WRH, president;
Ohio Wesleyan.
FISHTAHLER, JOYCE, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; .Kappa Kappa Gamma; AWS; YWCA;
WRA; SNEA; Young Republicans; Newman Club, corresponding
secretary; Religious Council; Coed counselor.
FORSYTH, CHARLOTTE, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi, social chairman, president;
AWS; YWCA. council, cabinet; WRA; SNEA; Spurs, secretary;
Chimes, president; Pan-Hel; Student Council; Air Angel; Yard
Parks, secretary, president; Young Republicans; Freshman olass
secretary; Wheel Award.
FOWLER, PHYLLIS, Brook
Physical Education; WRH, vice president; AWS; YWCA; WRA;
Loyalty Legion; Junior class treasurer.
FRANKLIN, DAVID, Kentland
Economics; Sigma Chi; YMCA; Loyalty Legion; Young Repub-
licans; Kappa Mu Epsllon; Society tor Advancement of Manage-
ment; Blue Key.
FRANKLIN, JAMES, Topeka
FREEMAN, THOMAS, Indianapolis
Radio; Tau Kappa Epsllon; Alpha Epsllon Rho; Ute
Stunts stage manager.
GASPER, ROBERT, Indianapolis
Mathematics; Phi Eta Sigma; Kappa Mu Epsllon, secretary,
president; Newman Club; Arnold Air Society.
i
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HOUSEFIELD, CAROL, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi; AWS; YWCA; WRA.
HAP, WALTER, East Chicago
Pharmacy; Delta Tau Delta, pledge president; Kappa Psi;
YMCA; APhA; Student Union Board; Newman Club; Loyalty
Legion, president.
HUTCHERSON, ELIZABETH, Indianapolis
JACOBS, DOROTHY, Indianapolis
Secondary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, scholarship chairman,
treasurer; AWS. secretary; YWCA; WRA, advisory board; Spurs;
Chimes; Mortar Board; Loyalty Legion, secretary; Student Union
Board, secretary; Blue Gills, secretary, president; Spoke, Hub,
Wheel Awards.
JESTER, BARBARA, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Omega; SNEA; Purdue.
JONES, NORMAN, Indianapolis
Drama; Kappa Sigma, corres'ponding secretary, president; Butler
Players; IPC, secretary; Student Council; Young Republicans;
YMCA; Indiana University.
JOYCE, EDWIN, Indianapolis
JULIAN, KIRBY, Indianapolis
KERN, SALLY, Lebanon
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta; AWS;
WRA; SNEA; MacMurray College.
KLIKA, DEMARIS, Indianapolis
Secondary Education; Phi Kappa Phi; Kappa Delta PI.
KNOPP, WILLIAM, Chicago, Illinois
Pharmacy; Kappa PsI.
KRAKOVITZ, HOWARD, Indianapolis
LA FOLLETTE, MARY LIB, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
LAMB, ROBERT, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Sigma Chi; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Ke
Society for Advancement ot Management; Arnold Air Society.
LAMB, SUZANNE, Indianapolis
History; Kappa Alpha Theta; Randolph Macon College.
LANE, HAROLD, Hope
LEASE, CECILIA, New Palestine
Music Education; Mu Phi Epsilon; Jordan
Glee Club. Madrigal Singers; Girl's Sexteh
Chorale; Women's
f^-
LINDSAY, SHEILA, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma, pledge secretary, pledge train-
er, Yard Paries chairman; AWS. president, vice president; YWCA;
WRA, advisory board; Blue Gilts; St-jdent Council, recording
secretary; Coed counselor.
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MOVER, WILLIAM, Indianapolis
Mathematics; Phi Delta Theta.
MURPHY, BARBARA, Indianapolis
English; Kappa Alpha Theta. rush choirman; AWS; YWCA;
WRA; Spurs; Coed counselor; Young Republicans; Pan-Hel, sec-
retary, treasurer.
NEWKIRK, BENITA, Falmouth
Business Education; Welwyn Club, treasurer; AWS; WRA;
SNEA.
NITCHMAN, NANCY, Indianapolis
English; Alpha Chi Omega, pledge president, scholarship cha
man; AWS; YWCA; president, council, cabinet; WRA; Chim(
Pan-Hel; Student Council; Student Publications Committee.
NIX, JAMES, Indianapolis
NIX, JANE, Indianapolis
Secondary Education; Kappa Kappa Gannma.
NORTON, DAVID, Ft. Wayne
Psychology; Lambda Chi Alpha.
NOVAK, NORMAN, East Chicago
Pharmacy; Delta Tau Delta, pledge president; YMCA; Ne
Club; APhA, treasurer; Phi Delta Chi.
OVERSTREET, FLORENCE, Noblesville
LONG, RONALD, Indianapolis
Chemis+ry; Phi Delta Theta, political chairman; Sphinx; Arnold
Air Society; YMCA; Young Republicans; 1958 "Drift", business
manager; American Chemical Society.
LUNSFORD, MARCIA, Indianapolis
LURIE, MARCIA, Indianapolis
Sociology.
MAYES, DIANE, Indianapolis
McCORMICK, DAVID, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Delta Tau Delta, vice president, rush
chairman; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key; YMCA; Senior class president;
Freshman class vice president; Pan-Hel King; Arnold Air Society.
MclNTIRE, JAMES, Anna-Jonesboro, Illinois
Physical Education; Tau Kappa Epsllon. rush chairman, presi-
dent; Football; B-Men's Association; Young Republicans; Re-
ligious Council; YMCA; Alpha Phi Omega; IFC.
McMILLEN, HAROLD, Greenwood
MERTZ, FREDERICK, Indianapolis
MILLER, WILLIAM, Indianapolis
Physical Education; Varsity basketball.
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PARRISH, GALE, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Omega; AWS; YWCA
WRA; SNEA; Loyalty Legion; Young Republicans; "Drift."
PEDIGO, ROBERT, Danville
Physical Education; Varsity football; Track; B-Men's Association
YMCA.
PFLUMM, BASIL, Beech Grove
Accounting; Phi Kappa Theta, treasurer; Accounting Society
Young Republicans; Newman Club; Religious Council, vice presi
dent.
POWERS, DONALD, Seymour
Journalism; Delta Tau Delta, pledge president,
secretary; Sigma Delta Chi, vice president; "Colleg
sports editor; "Collegian" Service Award.
PRESTON, PHILLIP, Howe
Pharmacy; Phi Delta Chi; APhA.
PRIBBLE, SUE, Lawrenceburg
Elementary Education; Delta Gamma, social chairman, presi-
dent; AWS; YWCA; WRA; SNEA; Student Council, secretary;
Homecoming Queen Court; "Drift."
REIBOLDT, JUNE. Marion
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theia; AWS; YWCA;
Alpha Lambda Delta, vice president; Spurs, vice president;
Chimes; University Symphony; SNEA; Intercollegiate Debate.
RICHARDSON, DONNA, Sheridan
Elementary Education; AWS; YWCA; WRA; SNEA, president;
WRH, treasurer; Student Union Board, secretary.
RISER, PATRICIA, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Delta Gamma, treasurer, vice president;
AWS; YWCA; WRA; SNEA; Young Republicans; "Drift."
tyi^i^4ii
RONCHI, JAMES, Gary
Pharmacy; Phi Delta Chi, secretary.
ROSENBERGER, NED, MIfchell
Drama; Kappa Sigma; Butler Players; Alpha Psi Omega
RUPP, JACK, Indianapolis
Business Administration; Sigma Nu.
SALES, JACK, Indianapolis
Journalism; Phi Kappa Theta, vice president, scholarship chair-
man, political chairman; "Drift", co-ediror; "Collegian", city
editor, business manager; Sigma Delta Chi. vice president; Stu-
dent Council, vice president; IFC; Newman Club, vice president;
YMCA; Loyalty Legion; Sphinx; Blue Key; Georgia State College.
SANDERS, ALAN, Indianapolis
Journalism; Phi Delta Theta, pledge trainer; Sigma Delta Chi,
vice president, secretary; Press Club, president; 1958 "Drift",
editor; "Collegian", managing editor, sports editor; YMCA.
SANFORD, PENNY, Indianapolis
Advertising; Trianon, publicity chairman; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
Theta Sigma Phi, historian; "Drift", art editor; "Collegian", fea-
ture editor; Loyalty Legion; Christian Science Organliation, presi-
dent; Principia College.
SAVICH, YOVANKA, Indianapolis
History; SNEA.
SCHMITZ, JOHN, North Vernon
Botany; Lambda Chi Alpha.
scon, V/ILLIAM, Indianapolis
Physical Education; Varsity basketball; H.U.
Most Valuable Player Award; I.C.C. All Star Tear
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STUCKY, STEVEN, Berne
Insurance: Phi Delta Theta; Kappa Kappa PsI; Utes; YMCA;
Insurance Society.
STUCKMAN, BARBARA, Indianapolis
Elementary Education: Trianon: vice president, pledge trainer:
AWS: YWCA: WRA: SNEA: Homecoming Queen Court: Coed
counselor.
SULLIVAN, LAWRENCE, Indianapolis
SWANSON, CARL, Hallandale, Florida
Management; Lambda Chi Alpha, social chairman, secretary:
Insurance Society: YMCA,
SV/ENSON, CAROLYN, Speedway
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Omega, secretary: AWS;
YWCA; WRA; SNEA, secretary: Loyalty Legion; Coed counselor.
SZUMSKI, RONALD, Sou+h Bend
Pharmacy. Phi Kappa Theta. pledge trainer; Newman Club;
APhA; Loyalty Legion.
TAYLOR, THOMAS, Indianapolis
English, Secondary Education; University Choir.
TEEGUARDEN, BETHANY ANN, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Omega, vice president: AWS:
YWCA: WRA; SNEA; Blue Gills, vice president, secretary: Tau
Beta Sigma, secretary; Color Guard: Loyalty Legion; Coed
counselor.
THOMAS, PHYLLIS, Peru
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, corresponding sec-
retary; AWS; YWCA; WRA: SNEA; Young Republicans; Coed
counselor; Homecoming Queen Court.
Gamma, pledge vice presi-
YWCA; WRA; Spurs; 1958
i", editorial director, city
SELLS, THOMAS, Indianapolis
Physical Education; Varsity footbal
SHARP, NANCY, Shelbyville
Journalism, English; Kappa Kappa
dent, corresponding secretary: AWS
"Drift", associate editor: "Collegi.
editor: Theta Sigma Phi, president.
SHIN, TAI KYUN, Seoul, Korea
Religion; International Student's Club, president; Ichthu
SHIRLEY, THOMAS, Indianapolis
HHIstory and Political Science; Delta Tau Delta, corresponding
secretary: Utes, Sphinx, president; Student Council, vice presi-
dent; YMCA; "Collegian", city editor; Young Democrats: Press
Club.
SHULTHEIS, ANALIE, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi, treasurer; Spurs; Chimes;
AWS; YWCA; WRA; Coed counselor; Religious Council, secre-
tary
SIUREK, THOMAS, East Chicago
Business Administration; Delta Tau Delta, pledge treasurer;
YMCA; Psychology Club; Young Democrats: Newman Club;
Varsity football.
SPANGENBERG, ARLYN, Whea+on, Illinois
History.
STOCKSLAGER, WALTER, Ludlow Falls, Ohio
Physical Education; Varsity football.
STUCKEY, DEAN, Washington
Religion; Methodist Student Movement.
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VEST, DEAN, Franklin
Pharmacy; Kappa PsI; APhA; Young Republicans.
WEAVER, HARRY, Hagerstown
Vv'ELMER, Sandra, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; BISA, secretary; SNEA; Loyalty Legion.
WHITE. DAVID, Indianapolis
Managennent; Society for Advancement of Management.
WILLIAMSON. VERNE, Carmel
Hisfory, English; BISA, treasurer.
WOOD. LARRY, Morris+own
Business Managemenf; Insurance Society, secretary; Society for
Advancement of Management.
WURSTER, WILLIAM, Indianapolis
ZEGAFUSE. LORENE, Indianapoli
Elementary Education; Trianon; AWS;
ZIMMER, GEORGE, Indianapolis
s
YWCA; WRA; SNEA.
Favorite senior past time—"C-Clubbing.'
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Sophomore Class Officers
Herb Mills, vice-president; Barbara Canatsey, dance chairman. NOT
PICTURED: Jim Abstine. president; Sally Spencer, secretary; and Ed
Voorhls, treasurer.
Freshman Class Officers
Marilyn Sager, secretary; Dlclc Haslam, president. NOT PICTURED:
Ronald Schmutiler, vice-president; Rich Kallnowski, treasurer.
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ABRAHAM, JOAN, Seymour
ALDRICH, DAVID, Indianapolis
\ ^^h
ALL, MARY FRANCES, Wilmington, North Carolina
BAGLEY, CHARLES, Indianapolis
BANGS, WILLIAM, Indianapolis
BRATTON, DARRELL, Lowell
BROWN, DARLENE, Indianapolis
BURKERT, BARBARA, Indianapolis
CLOE, LEE, Noblesville
CLYBURN. RALPH, St. Joseph, Michigan
COLLINS, ROBERT, Indianapolis
CROOK, PATRICIA, Anderson
DANIELS, CAROLYN, Richmond
DAVIS, TONI, Anderson
BARKSDALE, JOEL, Speedway
BEHRNDT, JOHN, Indianapolis
BLACKWELL, MARGARET, Indianapolis
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Junior Class Has 367 Members
DEFIBAUGH, NANCY, Indianapolis
DORSEY, EMMETT, Hobart
EDISON, JAMES, Indianapolis
EDWARDS, WAYNE, Indianapolis
ETTER, JAMES, Indianapolis
FIDLER, CAROL, Indianapolis im^k
GATES, JOYCE, Indianapolis
GENNARELLI, RALPH, Bromall, Pennsylvania
GENTRY, JUDY, Lebanon
GLADDEN, FREDERICK, Indianapolis
GRAVER, JANET. Indianapolis
HAFFNER, RICHARD, New Ross
HARDE, GORDON, LaPorte
HARDING, MARY JO, Indianapolis
HARMON, ROBERT, Vincennes
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KRIESE, RAYMOND, Indianapolis
LAUSHLIN, ANNE, Indianapolis
LAVAUX, JOSETTE, Indianapolis
LICHTENAUER, DAVID, Indianapolis
LONG, BEHY, Indianapolis
LUKER, ROBERT, Indianapolis
LYNN, JACK, Indianapolis
MAAS, PHIL, Berwyn, Illinois
MABE, JUDITH, Indianapolis
HEALEY, WILLIAM, Indianapolis
HEEB, JANN, Connersville
HOLDEN, SALLY, Indianapolis
HOOVER, DAVID, Indianapolis
HOVEY, LOIS, Elkhart
HUTTON, DEBORAH, Anderson
KEHLINS, JEAN, Indianapolis
KELLY, TERRENCE, Indianapolis
KLASSEN, VURYL, Momence, Illinois
226if^ife
MANN, DEANN, Evansville
MYERS, MARILYN, Logansporf
MICHAEL, J. STEVE, Plainfleld
MURRAY, BETTY, Rockville
NEWBOLD, KAREN, Indianapolis
NICHOLAS, EFTHYMIA, Oak Park. Illinois
NICHTER, THELMA JEAN, Indianapolis
NIEMEYER, ROBERT, Indianapolis
ODELL, VICKI, Anderson
O'NEILL, SHARON, Goshen
ONSTOTT, ANTHONY, Greenfield
PAGE, HAROLD, Indianapolis
PECK, JACQUELINE, Indianapolis
PENNOCK, SANDRA, Indianapolis
POWERS, ELEANOR, Zionsville
DUESLER, SUE, Indianapolis
REES, JEAN, Columbus
STRASBURGER, GLORIA, Greensburg
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THOMAS, RICHARD, Indianapolis
THOMPSON, JUDITH, Indianapolis
TUDOR, MARVIN. Indianapolis
WAITS, HOWARD, Indianapolis
WALSH, GAY JEANNE, Columbus, Ohio
WATT, JOHN, Indianapolis
WODDELL, JO ANN, Indianapolis
WRIGHT, CONSTANCE, Greencastie
ZINKAN, JAMES, Indianapolis
SCOTT, CAROLE, Indianapolis
SMITH, WOODARD, Frankfort
SNYDER, BYRON, Greencastle
SPENCER, PENNY, Indianapolis
SPRECHER, CAROLYN, Indianapolis
STICKLE, HAZEL, Indianapolis
SZUMSKI, BARBARA, Indianapolis
TEMPLIN, SANDRA, Richmond
TAYLOR. JOYCE. Indianapolis
I
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Blue
River
Names
Butler s
Yearbook
Many years ago the Butler yearbook found its present
name, Drift, along the picturesque banks of Blue River,
the setting for Charles Major's Bears of Blue River.
William F. Clarke, of the 1891 board of editors, writes,
"In contemplating the nature of the material we were
planning to use in the annual, it occurred to me that there
was a resemblance between this material and the material
composing the many drifts I had seen in Blue River." All
sorts of materials would get into Blue River from various
sources and be carried along until some obstruction in the
river would cause them to lodge or collect forming . . .
the Drift.
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Organizations and Activities
Air Force ROTC 86, 87 Delta Psi Kappa , . . , 172 Kappa Mu Epsilon 174
Alpha Chi Omega 120,121 Delta Tau Delta 126, 127 Lambda Chi Alpha 134,135
Alpha Lambda Delta 174 Drift 182,185 Liberal Arts. College of ... .72. 75
Arnold Air Society 167 Education, College of 18.79 Loyalty Legion 171
AWS 164 Herron Art School 84. 85 Mortar Board 156. 157
"B" Men's Association 178 Intercolleciate Debate 178 MSS 176
Blue Key 158, 159 Interfrateinity Council 179 Panhellenic Council 179
Blue Book 176 Insurance Society 175 Pharmacy. College of 80. 81
Business Administration . . . 76. 77 Jordan College 82,83 Phi Delta Chi 165
C-Club 173 Kappa Alpha Theta 128, 129 Phi Delta Theta 136, 137
Chimes 160 Kappa Beta 167 Phi Kappa Theta 138, 139
Class Officers 211. 222, 223 Kappa Delta Pi 175 Pi Beta Phi 140, 141
Collegian 180, 181 Kappa Kappa Gamma ...130, 131 Religious Council 170
Delta Delta Delta 122, 123 Kappa Psi 165 Sigma Chi 142, 143
Delta Gamma 124. 125 Kappa Sigma 132, 133 Sigma Dolta Chi 169
Sigma Tau Delta .172
SNEA 166
SphJni .161
Spurt , . , 162
Student Ccunc .171
Student Union Board (70
Tau Beta Sigma .173
Tau Kappa Eps 'o' 146 147
Theta Sigma f" 169
Trianon ... '''.. 149
Utes 163
Welwyn Cub !73
WRA ... .65
WRH \'Ji. 154
YM-YWCA .177
Student-Faculty Index
A Barrick, Jim 109, 112, 113,
B°^ell, Ru_thB 73 Caulderon. Bob 175
115, 117, 178, 204 Bradley, ooeff 118 Cavosie. Pat 141
Bassett Susie 89. 140 Bramblett, Marge 169.214 Chapln. Steve 133
Ahhott StPvP 17a 707 Bate, Harold 178
Brantley, Peggy 130 Chenowith. Gene 67bb tt, Meve "^™
Bates Dave 174 Bratton, Darrell 161,171.224 Chesebrough. Charles 170
Abraham \ln 140 774 Bates', Jane . '.
'. 214 Braun. Leo 118. 139 Childress. Robert 165
Ab::inrJa::: ....•..•..... °\n2 Bates. Tom 136 Bredensteiner, Julie ,^..,25 Chiles. Carole 125
Adklns, J. Thomas 83
Albano, Richard 165
Bath, Pat 139 Breedlove, Virginia 173. 214 Chill, Steve 146
Beal, Mrs. Juna 174 Breese, George 165.212 Chipper, Stanley 77
Alhrloht H»,m,n \M I Rfl 9 U Beasley.Sue 167 Briggs, Bonnie 141 Christie. Fred 205
Ad Vh nHF ^4 Beaty, Sue 166 Broberg, Jay 142, 214 Cimelus. Miss Joyce 75. 174
Ad ch D vld 774 Bech Janet 151 Brogan, Tom 136 Clark, Bob 44. 146
AexTnder Meo I2R 137 16R Beeler, Pat 168. 172
Bromley, Bill 134. 173 Clark, Nancy 174lexand g ....128. 137. 168^
^^^.^^^^ m, . .128, 164. 170, Brooks, Jane 152 Clark. Ru-h Anne ...130. 157. 174.
All M,r f:.n.« 774 177,197,211,214 Brown, Darlene 224 178.197
AarJ^GInaer ist Belle, Pam 121
Brown, Dave 137 Clark. Thomas 165
A enrett In^^nh IA^7l! Benbow. Don 143
Brown, Fred 136 Clarke. Carol 152
g , Josep 165,214
gennett Bill 203 Brown, John 215 Clements, Diane 123
^
'"
n' V,
• \c\ Bennett, Dick 174 Brown, Judy 151 Cloe. Lee 224
A "„ r,^I ,94' ,A9 ,7n Beplay, Gary 133, 182 Brunson. Mrs. Virginia 74. 164 Clyburn. Ralph.. 132. 169, 183.224Allison, Keye 124. 162. 170,
Albert 214 Brunst, Janet 150 Cohen, Senfcrd 77
Amend, Victor E 73
Anderson, Donald K 73 ^^'''3^"
Anderson, John 202
inr Derry, /Mo i i i *r " .
.
ww..w.., ..^....w.w
A|,„,^u j„„ I,, \T. Berry, John 158,212 Buck, Dick 109 Collins, Bob .... 1 35. 161 . 1 73. 224AlSpaCn, Jean \li, loo r. . , «.« Rn iman Prwin 1 Ifl 111 r^ II-- I lir
Althflm Phil 14-i Berg, Jack 212
Bultman, trvin 118, 133 Collins, Jerry 165
^'^^^''^^ *^^'' '^3
Berg! Jim 118 Burkert, Barbara 224 Collins. John 51
Bergan, Judy 140 Burkhart, Tom 143 Combs. Ed 135
Bessey Wm H 75 Burnett. Mary 166 Compton. Pete 136
Ander.on Karen 171 Betts.'Eari
'.^ .......
1 67 Burnslde. Dave 143 Convery. Kathy 15,47.129
A drews Phvlfs si Sever, Elaine ..152, 153. 167, 170
Bus
,
Diane 151, 173 Cooke. John 136
ndr ^ y h 50 Bush, Nancy 140.160 Coole, Joan 151
^^^^;
^°^X^ ^? Bevfs Don 26 Butler. Jerry 142, 203 Copeland, Elizabeth . .166. 173, 215
^"5^"' '^f^tin
.
73 °^";'; ^°" ^ ''° Butler, Sharon 124, 185 Corbett. .Mrs. Verna 138
Anthony, John 24, 26 oeyer, James 1^)1 R,,tl„n <;„;„, II •)] n I7<3 r- L i lii -.nT
Antreasian 1 S^ Beyer, Werner W 73,176 Butler Sylvia 11.31,33.129 Cork, Joe 161.201ai. J 85 J
• Butterbaugh. Steve 137 Cory. Sue 1*0
Appel. Alice 28. 170, 177, °«i"^. Gene 136 ^ r Jf n > iVi" "-ITc
184 1,7 BItar, Loutfl 165,214
Byrd, Jim 208 Cot+rell. George 171.215
Aooleton Steve ' 134 Blackwell. Jesse .109. 113, 116, 136
Courtnghf. Parti 152
Argelyn Anna .v.:. ,48,
"
I
2 blackwell, Peggy .... 1 30, 169, 181. f>
Co. Dede 130
Arias Tomas 161 „,. ^ 184,224 L/ r:!!!.' <:?„„ W.
nstrong, Susan 141, 171 Gary 109, 163.' 175
^rane. Sherry 125
B
A^old Rhea '4 Blair Kathy .......... 141 1 7? Cain. Sharon 140 Crews, Sally 124
A by Joe 33 Blair, Les 144, 170 Campbell, Art . 143
Cripe Nicholas M 74.178
A3kl„r cJr* 5 Bllsh, Susan 150 Campbell, Gene 118
Crockett. Linda 140
Athan' Rf.. 704 Block. V^endy 129 Campbell, Peggy 125 Croner, Dave 132
Avinqion Ken 50 51 178 Bloemker. Linda 131 Canatsey, Barbara ....46,99, 130,
Crook. Pat ....140, 167, 170, 224
Ax Kav 123 155 171 Blough. Mary Lou 149 162. 184.222 Crosstreet. Cynthia 140
A.orn Bill 142 BIythe, Jim 133 Cantrell. Barbara .... 148. 172, 228 Crow, Susie 175
Bohn. James 167.214 Capazoli, Tom 202 CruH. Harry E 70.144.174
Boling, Carmen 152 Caporale. Fgidio 51, 204 Cundiff, Paul A 72
Bollus, Barbara 151 Carlon. Julie 120 Cunningham. Carol .. 148, 174. 215
Borges. Judy 150 Carmack. Sabra ISO Cupp, William L 72
Baetzhold. Harold 73 Boringer, Judy 125 Carney, Thomas 215 Cutter, Roland 142
Bagley, Charles 165,224 Bork, Bill 51 Carpenter, Jack 118,143
Bailey, Barbara 128,166.214 Bose, Orvllle 109,113,115 Carr. Donald 51. 127
Bailey. John 144 Bottorft. Bob 109 Carr, Linda 131
Bailey, Majorie 150 Boulette, Janda 151 Carrico, Ronald 143
Baker, Kris 125 Bourk. Irene 151 Carson. Frank 133
Bales, Kaye 122, 173 Bowen, VS'anda 151 Carter. Meredith 135, 173 Dailey, Mary Jane 66
Bangs. Bill 126. 224 Bowen. William 214 Cartwrlght. Judy 131 Dale, Kay 46, 124, 137. 171
Barger, Bill 204 Bowers, Jean Ann ... 1 22, 1 37, 1 60, Cass, Dave 142 Daniel, Mrs. Margaret 128
Barger, Dale 135 164. 168, 172, 187, 197 Cassady, Charles 146 Daniels, Carolyn 128, 160. 197
Barger, Ronald 214 Bowman, Sherry .150 Castetter. Bob 215 Darby. Martha 122, 137
Barkow, Connie 152, 171 Boyle, Charlene 128, 162, 173, Catron, Bob 132. 185 Darling, Duane 137
Barksdale, Joel 224 174 Caudlll, Darrell 142 Daver.Dorf, Lynn 127. 171
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D
Davidson, Duncan 142
Davis, Mrs. Grace I 44
Davis. Toni 152, iS3, 166, 224
Davis, Nancy 173
Davis, Ron 126. 158. 167. 215
Davison, Don 144
Day, Bob 51, 178
Deeg. Bill 138
Deeg, Bou 134
Defibaugh Nancy ..122, 166. 168.
225
Degraff. Marge |-S2
DeHart. Linda 131
Delp. Barbara 122, 164. 171.
177, 215
DeLucenay. Sharon I 52
Demaree, John 127
Demos, John 133
Dennis, Don 144
Dennis. Jerry 135
Dennison. Lana 130
Dennison. Sandra 131
Denton. Sgt. George 87
DeShano. Dottie 21
DeWift, Clifford 178
Dice. Don 132
Dlclt. Lee 166
Dick. Lucille 125
Dicks. Donald 170. 205. 225
Dletz, Bob 109, 111
Dillon, Joan 130
Distlehorst, Polly 141
Ditzenberger. Linda 123
Dixon, H. Marshall 75
Dobbins, Phyllis 166
Dodd. Ronald 167
Dodge. David 165, 215
Doerr, Mrs. Dale 165
Dolen, Barbara 137
Donelson, Janet 152, 167
Dongus, Jane 130, 162
Dorsey. Err.mett 225
Douglass, Jim 51, 178
Doyal, Robert 132
Drake, John 132. 163
Drake, Sara 129
Dreyer, Kenneth 212
Drlnkwater, Barbara 168
Dryden, Jean 120, 207
Duesler. Sue 227
Duke. Phil 126. 158
Dunbar. Sharon 152, 171
Durflinger, Mrs. Elizabeth 64
Durr. Dixie 24, 131
Dwyer, Denny 127
E
Eagleson. Richard 135
Easterly. Violet 148, 215
Ebert, Ronald 143
Ede. John 134
Edwards, Elmer 161, 225
Ehlert. J. K 82
Ehrsam, Tom 34, 136. 178, 204
Eichhorn. Ellen 41, 128, 171,
177, 184
Eisamen, Jean 130, 166, 168
Elbert, Paul 173
Elliott, Francis E 75
Elliott, Joseph 215
Ellis. Carolyn 152
Ellis. Hilda 173
Ellis. Sandi 124
Elster. Sue 129, 184
Engeman, Terry I 42
Engle, Earl .... 109, 1 I I, 112, 114.
117. 146, 178
Engstrom, Marilyn 121, 166
Enyart, Judy 122, 168
Ervin, E. P 89, 133
Etlenne, Bill 202
Etter, Jim 136, 225
Evans. Jack 132, 163
Everett, Charlene 130, 168, 17!
Eyies, Brenda 46. I 19, 120,
170, 207
F
Falrburn, Nancy 122, 162, 166
Farnam, Frances 123
Fattore, James 165, 216
Fattore, Len 147
Faulkner, Sue 128
Felger, Sgt. James 87
Ferguson, Carol 216
Ferris, Toni 141
Fidler, Carol 120, 160, 162,
164, 171, 208, 225
Fiester, Fred 1 34
Fine, Don 17V
Finnegan. Karen 149, 185
Fisher. Dick 134, 171
Fisher, Jeff 126
Fisher, Mrs. Margaret 73
Fishtahler. Joyce 130, 166. 216
Fitzgerald, Pat 120, 162, 170
177, 207
Flater, Karen 130, 166
Flowers. Dave 51. 136, 161,
178, 204
Ford, Carolyn 32, 33, 131
Ford. Sharon 140
Foreman. Vicki 140, 162
Forsyth, Charlotte ....39, 140, 166.
197, 216
Foster, Duane 132, 163
Foster, Marcia 152. 167, 168
Fountain, Brooks 143
Fowler, Phyllis 152, I 66. 2 I 6
Franklin. Dave 159. 174, 216
Franklin. James
Freeman. Ken
Freeman, Tom 146, 216
Freundenstein. Roger 203
Frey. Bonnie 129
Fulaytar, Don 51. 146. 202
Funk. Bob 138, 165
Furnish, Paul 45. 50, 51. 178
Gading, Don 144
Gallagher, Dan 51. 138
Galosich, Ron 147
Gambold, Leila 123
Garland, Judy 208
Garlich, Marcia 157, 212
Garman, Al 142
Gartleman. Carol 149
Gasper. Bob 174. 216
Gates. Joyce 122, 225
Geise, Betty j 73
Gennarelli, Ralph 126, 225
Gensen, Wayne 147
Gentry, Judy 128, 225
Gentry. Martha 169
George. Eric 144
George, Judy 149
George. Marjorle 157, 175
Gilliom, Dave 170
Gilpin, Robert 24, 163
Gladden, Frederick 225
Gladden, Raymond W U
Glaze. Anita 125
Gleaslng. Don 51, 202
Gleaves. Frank 136
Good. Al 134
Goodin, Sandy I2C
Graf, Dave 134. 163, 171
Graf, Frederich 174
Graff, Carol 151
Graham, Cary B 73, 172
Grannon, Fred 139
Grave, Valerie 166
Graver, Janet 140, 160, 166,
171, 185, 225
Gray, Judy 141, 151
Gray, Terry 5|
Grays, Arnold 203
Green, David 147
Green. Gary 157
Green, Tom 142
Greenhaigh, Irene .. . 120, 175, 216
Gregory, Jo Ann 89, 141, 171
Gremel, Bud 143, 118
Gribbon, Cliff 137, 203
Grimes, Margaret I 70
Grissom. Joe 51, 178, 202
Gros, Louise 121
Grove, Valerie 1 2i
For Fuel Oil
Call "YOUR FRIENDLY FUEL MERCHANT"
WRIGHT COAL & OIL
COMPANY, Inc.
5135 NORTH KEYSTONE AVE. CL 5-2441
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These hearty wieners star in freshness and flavor
— with fine, U. S. Government Inspected
beef and pork teamed up with mild spices!
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wieners
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Grubb. Sharon 173
H
Hackemeyer, Mary 21, 140
Hadfleld. Jerry 147
Hafert, JoAnna 21, 120
HaPner, Dick 109, 113. 132,
178, 204, 225
Hageboeck, T. Lee
.
.
I 32. 170, 183,
216
Hale, Mary 151
Haley, Sgt. Jack 87
Hall. Marion T 72
Hall. Mary Ellen 123. 166, 170
Hamilton, Xandra 168
Hammersly, Martha 151, 167
Handy. Mary Kay 128, 170
Hans, Judy 147
Hansen. Judy 140
Hap, Walt 126. 163. 165, 217
de, Gordon 225
din, Mike 132, 163. 170
ding. Judy 151
ding. Mary Jo 140. 225
ger, Dorothy 1 34
ker. Dave 170. 216
mon, Robert 225
mon. Tom 132, 163
per. Marcia 131
per. Capt. William 87
rer, Sonia 47. 140, 184
Bonnie
. .. .128, 162, 170,
171, 174. 176, 177. 197
risen. Jim 127
t, Judy 128. 166, 212
t. Hazel 175
ton. Marilyn M 152
vey. Al 134
vey, Gene 204
wood, Arthur 81
Haslam. Dick 118. 144, 222
Hatfield, Anne 150
Hauss, Jim 51
Hayes, Geraldine 166, 216
Hayes, Karen 129
Hays, Jeannie
.
151
Healey, Bill. .142, 161, 177. 204. 226
Hebert, Liz 130
Heck. Bill 203
Heck. John 216
Hedden. Frank 118
Heeb, Jann 140, 220
Heidelman. Linda 121, 177
Heim, Judy 122
Heiny, Nick 136, 175, 178. 204,
216
Heinz. Jim 133
Helme, John 136, 170. 202
Henzie. Charles 83, 103
Hepler, William 75
Herbertz, Franklin 216
Heritage. Jane 44. 123
Herman. Lawrence 216
Herring. Georgia 14!
Hertz. Judy 121. 207
Hess, Don 132
Hesser, Gary I 36
Hester, Bob 203
Hiatt, Shirley 151
Hiatt. Vergil 74
Hibbs, James 147. 165
Hibbs, Marlene 152
Hildreth. Dick 142
Hill. Dick 142
Hilton. James 176, 177, 216
Himsel. Priscilla 152
Hinkle. Tony. .51, 102. 108, 109, I 10
ill. 115, 204. 210
Hipes, Don 204
Histon. Jim 136
Hoffman, Mrs. Ruby 142
Holcomb. James 1 65
Holden. Sally 140. 226
Hoist, Dick 143
Hoover, David 226
Hopkins. Joe 133
Hoppensteadt, Frank.. I 34. 174, 205
Hopping. Sara ..40, 120. 137, 16a-
164, 166. 170. 175. 185, 197, 212
Horn, Dave 142
Horn, Karen 140
Hornaday. Jerry I 36
Hornberger. Dick 138
Hornberger. Jody I 24
Home. Dorothy 83
Horner. Carol 120, 152
Horst. Judy 121. 207
Housefield. Carol
. . , 140, 166. 217
Hovey. Lois ... 1 20, 160. 164, 170,
171, 175, 185. 197, 226
Howard. John 136
Howard. Shirley 151
Howe, Lloyd 173, 174
Hubbard. Jim 142
Hubbard, Dorothy 81
Hudacuko, Jerry 135
Hudgins. Sybil 141
Hudo, lleana 152
Hudson. Martha 129
Hunt. Joe 147
Hunter. Joe 142
Hurst, Rosemary 151
Hurt, Marcia 125, 166
Hutcherson, Elizabeth 217
Hutchinson, Don 203
Hutton, Debbie 120, 220
Ice, Carol 152, 153, 167. 168.
170, 172
Ingram, Mrs. Madge 67
Inskeep. Bill 51
Insley. Mary Ellen 123
Irby. Harold 147
Irvine, Judy 123. 155, 17!
/
Jackson. Genell 166
Jackson. John 136
Jackson. Suzy 125
Jacobs. Dottie 128. 157. 164.
171, 197, 217
Jamison. Lt, Col. Alex C 86,
87, 175
Jay. Art 202
Jefry. Linda 121
Jester, Barbara 166. 217
Johnson, Harold 83
Johnson, Henry 51
Johnson, Larry 118
Johnson, Richard 133
Johnson, Susan 151
Jones, Johnny 109, II I, 112.
115, 116, 178
Jones. Norm 20. 132. 137.
171, 217
Jonsson. Barbara 125
Jordan, Dave 136
Jordan. Ron 136
Joseph. Judy 152
Josey, Charles 75
Joyce. Edwin 217
Julian, Kirby .-...217
K
Kalinowski, Richard 139, 171
Kauffman, Dan 118, 137
Kaufman, Karl L 80
Kautsky, Gary 134
Kautsbauer, Dave 127
i
PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY
Division of Allied Laboratories, Inc.
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Kawszewicz, Ted ... .138, 163, 165
Kearney, Kevin 74, 96, 178
Keckler, Al 51
Kehling, Jean 120, 167. 226
Kern, Sally 128, 217
Kerns, Carole 151
Kelley, Sandra 151
Kelly, Joe 50, 51, 138, 178
Kelly, Terry 226, 232
Kenny, Barb 130
Kettler, Dave 144, 171
Keuthan, Fred 144
Klefer, Dave 133
Kieffer, Gloria 141
Kincaid, Martha 74
King, Cris 150
King, Dick 136
King, Mary Jo 152
Kingsbury, John 137
Kipiinger, Linda 148, 170
Kitt, Judy 89, 141
Klassen, Vuryl 174
Klassen, Vyron . . I 59, 174, 212, 226
Klepinger, Dick 137
Klika, Demaris 217
Knolbel, Ron 134
Knopp, Alice 129
Knopp, William 217
Kodiker, Dennis 147
Koehring, Dave 133
Koelling, Carol 131, 173
Koelling, Karen 121
Koers, Ray 165
Kolbee, Charles 203
Kollaritsch, Felix 77
Kollins, Jim 178
Kondrath, Mary Ann 121, 207
Korzan, Dick 135, 187
Kott, Pat 51, 138
Krakovitz, Hov/ard 217
Krebs, Jack 136
Kriegbaum, Jo 129, 184
Kriese, Raymond 205, 226
Krieve, Dove 146, 202
Kritz, Dick 137
Ksiezopolski, Casey . . . .' I 39
L
La Follette. Mary Lib .... 130, 217
Lamb, Robert 159, 167, 217
Lamb, Suzanne 217
Lane, Harold 217
Laughlin, Ann 130, 226
Lavaux, Josette 226
Lawson, Darlene 166, 180
Lease, Cecilia 217
LIdgerwood, Linda 160
Leffler, Mike ,
. .
.38, 109, I 13, 142,
159, 178, 204, 215
Leonard, Chuck . .99, 134, 163, 173,
187
Leone, Lana 151
Leslie, Gretchen 166
Leucht, Fritz 167
Lewis, Seth . .36, 38, 134, 171, 178
Lichtenauer, Dave 161, 226
Life, Lois 131
Light, Gerald 175
Lindahl, Joan 129, 166
Lindberg, Arthur F 67
Lindberg, Carly 129
Lindsay, Shelia
.
. 130, 164, 171, 217
Lipp, Mrs. Elizabeth 146, 147
Listenbee, Jimmyle 27. 131
Little, Elizabeth 150
Livengood, Dave I 32
Lloyd, Howell 171, 159, 212
Lockwood, Jim 144
Lofquist, Gloria 130, 166
Logston, Linda 148
Long, Betty 168, 226
Long, Jim 136
Long, Ken
.
. 49, 21. 136. 17%, 204
Long, Ron 136, 213
Lopp, Vance 165
Lucas, Chris 135, 173
Lucas, William 81, 165
Ludwick, Carol 151
Luker, Robert 182, 226
Lunsford, Marcia 122, 167, 218
Lurie, Marcia 218
Lustik, Marlene 150
Lynn, Jack 167, 226
Lynam, Sharon 121, 207
M
Maas, Phil 171, 226
Mabe, Judy 122, 166, 226
McCarthy, Dave 139
McCauley, Ed 146
McCormlck, Dave ..126, 137, 159,
167. 211, 218
McElfresh, Charlie 51
Mclntyre, Jim ... .50, 51, 146, 178,
218
McKee, Marilyn 128, 162, 164.
170, 177
McLin, Bill 144
McMillan, Pat 152, 166
McMillen, Harold 218
Magnuson, Bob SI
Maguire. Pat 151
Maher, Richard F 74
Main, Sara 122
Malasha, Sue 151
Mailer, Jim 204
Malloy, John 204
Manley, Richard 133
Mann, De Ann 140, 227
Marrone, Don 147
Marshall, Alan 77, 180
Marshall, Marion 66
Martm. John W 81
Mitteryanni, Janifh 173
Mattrusn, Donald M 84
Mayej, Diane 218
Mayhill, Ron 164, 171. 175
Ma««m C. R 66
Means, Mri. Carl 148
Meeder, Broote 121 177
Meeki. Tom ';'-
Mefford, Susi'; '•'•
Meiselbar A ct . S2
Melic^. M«me ..130, 162, 176. 177
Mendez. Rick 138
Meredith, Robert 73. 176
MerVer, Jim 51
Merritt, Pat 151
Mertz. Frederick 213
Meserve. Jane 1 5
1
Meunier, Jim 135
Meyer. Carl 165
Meyer, Dale 159. 167. 174. 212
Meyers, Donald B 81
Meyers. Marilyn 171
Michael. J. Steve 227
Michener, Nathan L 81
Middlekopf, Lance 127
Miles. Pat 152
Miller, Bill 109. no, 113. 178
Miller. George 174
Miller. Leonard 147. 204
Miller. Marcia 130. 178
Miller, Rosemary 148
Miller, Sally 120. 164. 166
Miller, William 218
Mills, Herb 51. 146. 222
Mitchell, George 127. 165
Mitchell, Ruth 151
Mocas Christo T 70. 74
Montgomery. Dave 169
Montgomery. Rober* 93
Moody. R'*a -~
Moore. La".
May We Serve You at . .
.
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• the Cafeteria
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Moore. Nancy 73. 174
Moran, Janice 149
Morozowski. Harry 138
Morr, Dick 137
Morr, Larry 137
Morrow. Peggy Ann 151
Moses, John . .48, 50. 51. 109, 146,
178, 202. 204
Mount, Dick .1 146
Moyer. William 218
Mulr. Owen 126
MuHins, Bob 139
Mulrlne, Tom 136
Murphy. Barbara .... 128, 137, 218
Murray, Betty . . 1 52. 153, 164. 227
Mustard. Jody 131
Myers. Jacquie 130, 162, 170
Myers, Marilyn 128. 160. 168
171. 227
Norbury. Karen 166
Norman. Alicia 152. 153, 167
Norris. Marilyn 130. 169. 174
176. 180, 197
Norton, David 218
Novak, Norman 218
Nutt. Carol 22. 43
N
Nardo. Nick 204
Neidenberger. Barbara 169
Newman, Alfred E 142
Newbold. Karen . .21, 130, 168. 221
Newkirk, Benita 166, 218
cewander, Susan 141
cholas, Efthymia 227
cholas, Jim 5!
chols. JoAnn 125
Nichols. Larry 137
Nichols. Nan 130. 168
Nichter. Thelma Jean 227
Nickel. Donald 165
3yer, Bob 144, 171, 227
Niksche, Larry 143
tchman, Nancy . ...120. 177, 218
X. James 218
>. Jane 130, 213
Noel. Thurman 136
O'Banion, Elmer 51. 142. 173
Obernauf. Becky 152
O'Conner, John 138
O'Dell, Vicki 120, 227
Oertel, Roger 165
Oilar. Cliff 51, 178
Oldham. Mrs. Gladys 120
ONeill, Sharon 167, 227
Onstott, Tony 132, 227
Orewiler, Nancy 151, 166
Osterchill, Judy 121, 177
Overstreet, Florence 218
Paddock, Harriet L 77
Page, Harold 227
Painter, Floyd 24
Paline, Wendy 124, 162, 168
Parke, Margaret 140, 157, 175,
212
Parke. Russell
.81. 165
Parrish. Gail . .120. 185, 219
Parrish, Monte 175
Parrish. Steve 118
Parsons. Bob
. 126, 171
Passafume. Sgt Jos. 87
Patten. Mrs. R Jth .. 136. 137
g ?97
Pedlgo. Rober 719
Peeling, James H.
, . 72
Pehrson. Pete 138, 171. 182
Pelton. John F 72
Pelz. Wm 83
Penn. Dale 148. 168. 172
Pennington, Ken ... 109, I 10, I 13.
1 15. 146. 178
Pennock, Sandy
. .30. 33, 128, 160,
227
Penny, Judy 171
Pepper, Polly 128
Personett, Lynn 131, 176
Peters, Carl 133
Peters, Leila 148, 168, 172
Petrowski, Jim 127
Petty, Jerry 109, 178, 202
Petty, Sharon 140
Plumm, Baisil 138, 219
Phelps, Roger 137
Phillippe, James 83
Phillips, Capt. Edwin 87
Phillips, Mary Beth . . 128, 166, 207
Pihiak, John 177
Plantz, Ken 202
Plump, Bob 204
Poetz, Dave 139
Pollak, Pat 124
Pond, Mrs. Fern 63
Pope. Judy 141
Porter, Deirdre
.
. I 30. 162. 171, 178
Porteus, Ellen 7, 141
Potter. Donna Leibold ... 1 56, 175.
213
Potts. Russ 19
Powers, Donald 219
Powers, Eleanor 166. 227
Prentiss, Joan 152
Preston, Phillip 165, 219
Prewltt, Karen 125, 176
Pribble, Sue ... .124. 137. 168, 219
Price, Jim 204
Privett, Jim 174
Prophet. Mert 51. 204
Puckett. Judy 175. 176
Puckett, Julie 150
Purdue, Alan 127
R
Ramey. Larry
. . 109. I 13. I 14. 146,
178, 203
Rand, Donna 45, 122, 168
Ranney, Barbara 125, 170
Rapp, Ellen 151
Ratllff, Vern 136
Rawls, Donna Kay 152
Raybern, Judy 122
Raymond, Gail 46, 128, 162.
168, 174, 207
Raymond. John 138
Redding, Nancy. .120, 162, 166, 167
Redfern, Vance 127
Reed, Rita 24, 42. 131
Reed. Shirley 152
Reed. William 165
Rees, Jean 130. 227
Relboldt, June 128, 219
Reichelt. Capt. June 87
Reichenbach, Charles 177, 213
Renfrew. Esther 74, 164
Renner, Jane 151
Renz, Oris 171
Reymonds, Joe 126
Rhodes, Gerald 51
Rice, George P 74
Rice, Marilyn 173
Richards, Don 203, 208
Richardson, Donna
.
. 1 52. 166. 170.
219
Richey. Bob 134
Rife, Damon 165
Riffer. Ken 165
Riley. Judy .... 1 30. 162. 166. 170.
i73
For a
coo/, c/ean taste!
Nothing
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/ike
Seven-Upf
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Ringer, Jim ... .51, 136, 161, 177,
178, 221
Riser, Pa» 124, 219
Ritter. Suzie 149
Roberts, Claude M 75
Roberts, David R 76, 77
Roberts, Dick 51, 142, 178
Roberts, Ron 136
Robinson, Don 175
Roehrick, Ray 135
Roekes, Olga 151
Rogers, <en 133
Rogers, Roger 144
Ronchi, James 165, 219
Rosenberger, Ned 133, 219
Rosenberry, Judy 141, 208
Ross, Carolynn 131
Ross, Donna 152, 167
Ross, John 126, 171, 175
Ross, M. O II, 62, 97
Rosser, Ruth Jo 175, 213
Rouse, John 202
Rowe, Bill 12.7
Rowe, Edward J 81
Roy, John 202
Rucinski, Dean 51
Ruegamer, Lana 178
Rupp, Jack 144, 219
Russell, Frances 120, 162, 170
Russell. Garry 142
Russell, George 126
s
Sacks, Lenny 143
Sager, Marilyn 123, 222
Sales, Jack . .. .138, 158, 169, 171,
182, 219
Sanders, Al . . . .136, 169, 181, 219
Sanford, Penny ... .148, 168, 169,
183, 219
Santa Clous 93
Sarley, Aria Faye 152
Savich, Yovanka 219
Sovino, Jo Ann
. .121,. 171, 184, 207
Sawrey, Gordon 1 74
Schaffer, Tom
. . 132, 163, 165. 185
Scharfe, Miriam ... 148, 162, 168,
170, 171
Scherrer, Paul 138
Schilling, Barbara
. . , .148, 164, 168
Schmid, Joe 137
Schmitz, John 219
Schmutzler, Ron 127
Schoolfield, Byron 126
Schrenker, Bob 134, 161
Schuck, Mary Kay 129, 185
Schumaker, Ann 207
Schuster, Audrey 151
Schwomeyer, Herbert 64, 137
Sciortino, Beth 120, 162, 166,
167, 168, 170
Scott, Bill 108, 109, 110, III,
I 14, 115, 178, 219
Scott, Carole ... 1 20, 174, 177, 228
Sebree, Lois 120
Seeb, Mary 151
Seidler, Werner 165
Seitz, Mel 144
Sells, Tom .
. . 50, 51, 175, 202, 220
Seymour, Keith M 75
Shadwisch, Ann 152
Shanklin, Henry D 75
Sharp, Nancy
.
. . 120, 169, 171, 220
Shaw, Lana 141
Shearon, Howard 134, 171
Shelton, Janet 130
Shepherd, Jim 51
Sheridan, Jude 138
Shields, Keith
. . 161, 169, 176, 180
Shin, Tai 220
Shirley, Phil 137
Shirley, Thomas 220
Shook, Barbaro 125. 166
Shors, Wm. F 77
Shultheis, Analle 140, 166, 220
Shultz, Jerry 51
Shultz, Pat 129, 166
Sielaff, Ellen 15, 28, 29, 131
Sigmond, Katy 129
Simmons, Dick 127
Simmons, Tom 126
Sims, Glnny 121. 166, 184
Sims, Shirley 151, 164
Singer, Capt. David 87
Sirmin, Maria 129, 166
Sisson, Fred 127
Siurek, Tom 126, 220
Skaggs, Janet (52
Skinner, John 144, 205
Skinner, William 165
Skirchak, John 51, 178
Small, Jack 163
Smallwood, Rodney 51
Smart, Sib 143
Smego. Sue 124
Smigia, Ray 126
Smith, Brenda 125
Smith, Charles 1 78, 204
Smith, Martin 143
Smith, La Donna 124, 162
Smith, Phyllis 21, 122
Smith, Ron 24, 51, 132
Smith, Shirlee 120, 137, 168.
197, 207, 213
Smith, Woodward 228
Smitherman, Mary 152
Snoddy, Bob 203
Snyder, Byron 228
Snyder, Dick 144
Snyder, Sue 129
Souders, Carolyn 166
Spangenberg, Arlyn 151, 220
Spears, Lynne 125, 170
Speedy, Roselyn 67
Spenc«f. P«r,r.^ 130, 166. 163.
176 177, 228
Spencer. Sa / •./ 167. 170
Spier, Char t
. ,
, (26
Spindler
. ...123
Sproeti 50, 51. 178
Sprecher, Carolyn ..120. 166. 168.
176. (77. 228
Stahl, Sally (SO
Stalnbrook. Jim.. (34, 158, (67.213
Stakei. Perry (32, 163
Stark, John (42, (61, 167, (78
Stark, Uoyd 174
Stauienburger, Car) 202
Stegman. Sam (42, (63. 178
Steinberg. Sharon 130
Steinmier. Jinn ..137, (58, 167. 213
Stevens, Al (42
Stewart, Allegra 73
Stewart, Kenf 51, 144. (78. 221
Stewart. Paul 73. 176
Stewart, Sandy 47. (20. 162
Stickle, Hazel Jane (25. 228
Stickle, Jim (35
Stlllwell. Jim (78
Stitle. Claire (40. 160. 168
Stockslager. Walter 51. 165.
178. 220
Stockton. Paul 139
Stotts, Kattiy 122
Strafford. Bill (36, (63
Strain. Tom (73
Strakis, Ron .'(36
Strasburger, Gloria 227
Stratton, Dave 137. 146
Stringer, Bruce 127
Stroy, Anita 120
Stryzinski, Bob .51. 134. 161. 204
Stuckey. Dean 220
Stuckey. Steven 220
Stuckman, Barbara 21. 148. 220
Strum, Bob 51. 178
KIEFER-STEWART COMPANY1840 1959
THE RETAIL PHARMACIST
Most vital to any Community . . . is the Retail
Pharmacist . . . At all times, he is prepared to
serve the public . . . He has the professional edu-
cation and experience essential to the proper dis-
pensing of prescriptions.
A noble profession. Pharmacy ... a great force in
maintaining the Good Health and Well Being of
our Citizens.
1840 KIEFER-STEWART COMPANY 1959
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Sullivan. Lawrence 220
Sullivan, Mike 171
Swallow. Bob 137
Swanson, Carl 220
Swarts. Jean 21, 124
Sweet, Mrs. Julia 132
Swenson. Sue 120. 166. 220
Siumslti, Barbara 124. 228
S:umslti. Ronald 138. 220
Taaffe, William R 77
Taylor. Dave 133
Taylor. Dick 136
Taylor, Joyce 228
Taylor, Mary 1 75
Taylor, Tom 134. 220
Teeguarden, Beth 220
Templin, Sandy
.
. 140, 160, 177, 228
Theofanis. Chris 66
im 169. 180
Dave 147
John 109. 134
John 165
Phyllis
. .21, 128, 166. 220
Priscilla 149. 178
Richard 228
W 118
Thompson. Chuck 136, 163
Thompson, Judy 19. 120. 228
Thompson. Marilyn 151
Thompson, Pat 136
Thompson. Sue 129. 166
Thornbrough, Miss Emma ....171
Tillet. Guy 136. 137. 205. 211
Todd. Sally 141
Tomasson. Richard F 72
Toole, Carelton I 75
Tootheman, Gary 137
Tootheman. Larry 203
Topper, Ray 144
Thorn. .
Thornas
Thornas
Thornas
Thornas
Thornas
Thomas
Thonnas
Towsend. Patsy .164. 166 Ward, Jan .208 Witt, Dick .136
152
.151
.141
Watson. Roy
Watt. John
Weaver, Harry . . .
.146
.165
203
228
.221
Woddell. Jo Anne
.
Woddell. Judy ....
Wolfe. Jean
.148
149
??R
Tschantz. Caroline . ..15, 185
Tucker. Sherry .173
Tudor, Marvin 204, 228 Weaver, Lawrence . .8b Wolfe, Robert .... .204
Webb, Helen .121 166 177
.
.77
Wood. Judy A.
. .. 120, 162,
171
166
U Weber, G. Fred . . 174Weber, John .1 18 14/ Wood, Judy K .120, 137. 162.
Webster. Dave ..II 143 168 177 209
Ulrey. Becky .130. Webster. Rex .... ,.72 Wood. Larry 175 221
\//. 182 Weed. Nancy .... 130 Woodward, Linda
.
173
Usher. Roland G. . . . ,70 Weger. Max .146 Woodward. Marilyn .120
V
Wells. Pat .152 Woolridge. Mary .. .131 185
Welmer. Sandra ... . 166 221 Wortman, Don ... . .174 203
Whitaker. Donna . .150 Wray, Phil .142
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BEGINNING with what we believe Is a very
logical theme for a yearbook, we spent the first
semester planning the various sections, getting the
office organized, and trying to find the "right"
staff. Those pictured on Pages 182-185 survived
first semester grades, social tendencies, and dis-
agreements with the "top brass." The seasonal
theme worked out perfectly in chronologically re-
porting each campus activity. Featuring more and
improved photo coverage and a fresh approach
in type faces, the 1959 Drift is undoubtedly the
bravest attempt in years in revising the Butler
annual. Some of the best features of previous books
were improved upon and incorporated in this year's
edition and can be recognized. Campus Life, the
Publishing this year's Drift was a great experi-
ence. It was our ambition to produce the best book
Butler has seen that induced us to cut classes, skip
assignments, be even more critical of other annuals,
disagree with nearly everyone, and make "Drifting"
the most important thing we could do all year.
Basically, this edition is the result of our concep-
tion of a good yearbook. It was published with an
unbiased point of view for the majority of those
students who participate in campus activities, and
strangely enough, who ordered Drifts. To these
active students, we have dedicated our efforts.
The editors
section which is the backbone of the book and
which gave us the most trouble as far as the staff
is concerned, ties the three seasons and theme to-
gether. Our favorite section, and probably the
feature section of the book this year, is "Royalty."
This section is our pride and joy. And, thanks to
the ability of former Drift business manager and
now professional photographer Bill Klrkman, it is
as we planned. Lacking this year is a definite build-
ing section. We felt that by using pictures of each
of the buildings in various sections we could elimi-
nate this "dead area." More pages were added
to the book in order to give better coverage to
more of our campus activities. A new treatment
is also given to the faculty section this year. The
entire book carries a light appearance inside the
cover because of color tone control used in our
darkroom and that of our printer. And, speaking of
the cover, v/e have what we believe is the best
feature of all. The cloth cover adds fact to the
chronological or ' scrapbock" idea which is used.
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THE INTERSTATE
PRINTERS and PUBLISHERS
This Yearbook Is a
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DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
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